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Welcome to the world of Beko Built-in domestic appliances where 
functionality, elegance and style blend in full harmony.

Beko Household Appliances proudly presents a mosaic of 
technology that can be molded with personal choices.

Vast spectrum of appliances, miracles of design, cater to all your 
cooking, washing and cooling needs providing long-lasting smart 
solutions. 

The collection is designed exclusively to upgrade the quality of 
your everyday life.
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Change for the Better

Change is the only constant in life. It’s happening right now, in the very 
moment you are reading this sentence. And it will keep on happening after 
reading this story – with you and Beko.

Beko set out in 1955 – with one washing machine. With one goal: Bringing 
products to everyone. And today we are the second largest brand within the 
European white goods sector. 

We are always driven by the constant desire to innovate for a better 
life. Thanks to this approach, we have become one of the leading home 
appliances company in the world and over the last five years Beko became 
the fastest growing brand in Europe – with 25,000 employees, 14 global 
production sites and products sold in more than 130 countries.

But no matter where our success stories begin, each and everyone of them 
starts with our inspiration to keep on changing for the better. The reason 
that we are always trying for the better is people. They have been shaping 
our vision, setting our course and helping us to navigate to our goals. Their 
actions, enthusiasm and spirit are, in truth, what has been inspiring us today 
as in yesterday, for more than 60 years. 

And this is what we want to embody, in our actions and in our appearance 
– with our new logo. At first sight, it’s representing our innovating spirit and 
illustrating Beko’s energetic way of approaching tomorrow’s challenges. But, 
in fact, this is much more than just a logo. It’s the beginning of a new chapter 
of Beko’s story. A story that is built on the belief that we can drive change 
for the better.

This belief is our common ground. And together, we can turn this new 
chapter into another long term Beko success story – to create smarter ideas 
and better solutions, now and for the future.



“Kitchen” has never been more popular. It’s now where the lives 
start and revolve around. A trendy place of gatherings and a realm 
of comfort and meditation… A venue that spices up our lives... 
The concept of kitchen design has evolved just like the 
expectations in life. Our choices and expectations are reshaped 
with the limitless options brought by Beko. Your choice should be 
you! With its four distinct collections, Beko Built-in Series offer a 
personal touch for everyone.
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Built-in Collection Built-in Ovens

Beko InnovaChef 
TM

 your 
real talent in the kitchen!

Award-winning oven 
for your kitchen!

Enjoy cooking
with Beko
InnovaChef TM

that creates miracles 
in your kitchen
with the option 
of 82 recipes 
in 13 different
languages.

The colored innovative oven
presents you attractively designed 
and easy to use touch control 
buttons. You can set the screen 
color theme from 3 different 
options.

The innovative and stylish 
oven has been awarded by 
KitchenInnovation of theYear.®

82 automatic cooking programs. 
All you have to do is to get the 
ingredients ready in the oven as 
shown on full colored touchscreen  
display and then press the play 
button. Your oven will handle the 
rest. It will cook the most delicious 
meals for you.

It selects the best cooking function, 
cooking time, temperature and it 
even recommends the shelf level 
at the same time. You always end 
up have the option to choose your 
own settings according to your own 
taste.

“KitchenInnovation of the 
Year®” award for the best 
consumer-friendly products, 
it actively helps consumers 
to make the right purchase 
decisions.

*www.kuechen-innovationspreis.de
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Full Color 
Cooking Guide
Beko InnovaChef TM has all the information for 
you including ingredients, instructions, selection 
of recommended cooking function, temperature, 
and duration. You just need to select what to cook 
and every step is shown on the screen to bring 
easiness for your cooking experience.

Built-in Ovens

Language 
Selection
This special oven displays the instructions in  
13 different languages: English, German, French, 
Danish, Russian, Litvanian, Turkish, Flemish, 
Norwegian, Swedish, Bulgarian, Croatian & Polish.

Customization with 
USB Connection
Beko InnovaChef TM offers you smart and functional 
solutions. Full-color TFT LCD screen allows you to 
display your family photos and personalize your 
built-in oven in an elegant way. Just  to keep your 
lovely memories while your are cooking, it is 
possible to upload the family photos or favorite 
recipes with USB. 

Smart features of
Beko InnovaChef 

TM

Step by step cooking 
like a professional!

Choose Your
Favourite Color
Beko InnovaChef TM offers you the option of 
adjusting the screen colour depending on your 
taste or your mood.

01. Check coo kWare and accessories needed. 02. See practical and technical measures of ingredients.

03. Follow the preparation process given in detail. 04. Select weight of the meal.

05. Select cooking time and just press “play” button. If you  
      prefer, you can delay cooking time as well.

06. Your meal is ready to be served. See all summary of 
      cooking setting and recommended shelf level.
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Larger than ever. 
Larger than life.
Beko Cook Master™ oven offers you 75-litre interior capacity, 
while it looks the same size with a standard oven. You will see 
that larger capacity is possible in a standard size built-in oven 
as soon as you open its door.

With structural changes in the oven cavity, the net usable 
volume of Cook Master™ oven has been increased to 75 litres, 
giving you the advantage of 6 level side racks or just cooking 
a huge turkey evenly. Moreover, it offers you to adjust the grill 
level you desire with 2 grilling level alternatives. Finally, the 
the illumination and aesthetical glass door help you to easily 
observe what you are cooking.

Master the art of cooking 
with CookMaster™
Beko CookMaster™ oven will be your major assistant in the kitchen with its large capacity, which enables multiple cooking and 
time saving. Now it’s time to test your skills, and cook like a master of your kitchen.

Create a different taste on every level.
With the flexibility to use 5 shelves, you can prepare multiple tastes at a time and get the perfect crispness.

More volume in the oven, less time in the kitchen.
Do you have little time to cook for a big occasion? Beko CookMaster™ oven will be the essential element of your kitchen, not 
only with its 75-litre interior capacity and 6 different shelf levels, but also its easy-to-clean features, which save time when you 
are finished with cooking.

CookMaster™ Highlights*

Steamaid Cooking
During the cooking cycle based on 
the selected cooking programmes, 
steam is injected into the oven 
cavity at ideal predetermined times 
automatically. Steamaid cooking is 
ideal for yummy crust on breads, 
pastries and meat.

Pyrolytic 
Self-cleaning
Pyrolytic self-cleaning cycle burns 
stubborn stains to fine ash as your 
oven heats itself to 500 °C. The ash 
can then be simply wiped away with 
a piece of cloth, without the need of 
any detergents or chemicals.

CookSense™
The CookSense™ accessory 
is used to measure the inner 
temperature of large pieces of 
meat. Hence, it can easily be seen 
if the meat is rare, medium or 
well done.

Built-in CollectionBuilt-in Collection

* Only selected models
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Best tastes of
the world
Imagine that a highly-skilled chef 
is at work in your kitchen, helping 
you to prepare quick, healthy and 
wholesome meals. Beko Chef will 
serve the best tastes of the world 
and local specialties by offering up 
to 52 recipe alternatives.

All you need to do is to place your 
food in the oven and select the 
appropriate automatic cooking 
programme from the menu.

Beko Chef accordingly selects the 
most suitable cooking function, 
temperature and duration. Based
on your taste, you can manually 
adjust the cooking duration and 
input the weight of the food.
Not only will you save time but
also cherish the experience of 
cooking with the simplicity.

Beko Chef:  Make your kitchen 
your favorite restaurant.

Built-in Ovens

52 different 
recipes
Beko Chef proudly presents 
automatic programmes in 6 main
categories as pastries, poultry, 
red meat, fish, specialties and 
healthy choices. Under those 
categories, you will find a high 
range of recipes perfectly suited 
to your taste. You can even create 
your own healthy diet with its 
healthy options like yoghurt and 
dried fruit programmes. Why don’t 
you let Beko Chef deal with the 
excellent food options while you 
are enjoying the company of the 
others?

Beko Chef brings the key tool
of professionals into your
kitchen by Steamaid Cooking.
Steamaid Cooking
Professional restaurant chefs 
around the world know that 
cooking with steam means 
better taste and attractive food 
presentation. Beko Chef oven 
brings this wonderful professional 
feature from the world restaurants 
to your kitchen. Steamaid cooking 
feature ensures that the moisture 
level in the food is retained, 
providing the perfect hydration 
for cooking to increase the quality 
of your food. During the cooking 
cycle, steam is injected into the 
oven cavity at predetermined 
ideal times based on the selected 
automatic cooking programme.

Moreover, steam can be injected 
into the oven cavity manually, 
up to 3 times during the cooking 
cycle. Steamaid cooking is highly 
useful especially on certain food 
categories as pastries, poultry, 
meat and fish. The steam 
technology is ideal for having 
tender and shiny crust on breads 
and pastries. Moreover, it makes 
the inner part of the bread 
softer and fluffier compared to 
conventional cooking methods. 
While cooking poultry, meat and 
fish, steam does an amazing job 
by retaining the juice but reducing 
fat in the food. With Steamaid 
cooking, dried out turkeys, chewy 
roasts, crusty casseroles and fatty 
meat become a thing of the past.

Steam Shine 
Cleaning 
In Steam Shine cleaning program,
steam is generated with a Steam
Generator and injected into the
oven cavity during the cleaning
cycle.

The Steam Shine Clean program 
softens all the remains of food 
& oil in the oven so that all you 
need is a wipe of a cloth to clean 
your oven. 

Built-in Collection
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Electronic 
Programmer
The electronic programmer with 
animated display enables the user 
to navigate with symbols that are 
easy to read - even for the elderly. 
The display shows the selected
cooking function, as well as the 
recommended tray level for the 
best cooking results.

Fingerprint-free 
Stainless Steel 
The Prime Line oven control 
panels are fingerprint-free 
stainless steel. Thanks to a 
special coating on the stainless 
steel surface, all fingerprints are 
avoided, and the appliance always 
maintains a spotless, clean, and 
shiny surface.

Precise 
Temperature 
Controlling
Cooking duration can be 
programmed for an immediate 
or delayed start. Cooking 
temperature can be set between 
40 °C and 280 °C, at intervals as 
precise as 5 °C.

Smart Features of 
Beko Ovens

The first Nano 
Technology used 
in domestic ovens
Beko offers a new smart
solution to improve everyday
lives of consumers. 
The nano coating technology used 
in the glass door of the Built-
in ovens provides dirt resistant 
and “Excellent Clean” features. 
Removing greasy stains that 
accumulate on the oven door 
over time can be a demanding 
chore. Beko “Excellent Clean” 
ovens coated with nano coating 
technology, save consumers from 
the hassle of scrubbing to remove 
residues. With this technology, 
consumers have the advantage 

Built-in Ovens

of saving time and money; they 
don’t have to use expensive 
heavy duty cleansers or need 
to spend extra time and effort 
cleaning oven doors. With nano 
coating technology application 
on Beko “Excellent Clean” ovens, 
cleaning the oven door after 
approximately 20 cooking cycles 
with a soft cleanser and a piece of 
cloth will be enough to maintain 
the shiny and excellent clean look 
for many years. Nano coating 
technology, can be used nearly 
in the whole Beko Built-in oven 
range.*

More Time for Pleasure,
Less Time for Cleaning.

All Beko ovens feature A-class 
energy efficiency, providing 
excellent cooking performance 
with minimum energy 
consumption.
During fan heating,
the multi-functional
Beko ovens consume
up to 40% less energy
than the standards
outlined by “A”
energy efficiency
class.

Save 
more, 
consume 
less.

*Except the models featured with pyrolytic 
self-cleaning function.

Standard 
glass door

Glass door*
with nano 
coating 
technology

*Demostrates the dirt and grease 
accumulation on the glass door interior surface 

after 420 times of use, regulary cleaned after 
every 20 use, with a soft cleanser and a piece 

of cloth, without scrubbing.

Built-in Collection
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Smooth Cavity
Made of a single piece, the oven 
cavity is free of bolts, welding lines, 
intersection points, or any other 
dirt traps that can turn cleaning the 
interiors into a difficult chore. You 
can run your hand around each and 
every corner of the oven cavity 
without encountering a single snag.

When cleaning the interior, the side 
racks that are tightly fixed to the 
oven cavity can be easily detached 
without the need of a tool.

The catalytic panel mounted on 
the back wall of the oven cavity 
absorbs grease and reduces odours 
during cooking, making it easier to 
clean the oven without the need 
for heavy-duty cleansers.

Pyrolytic
Self-Cleaning
Removing greasy stains that 
accumulate in the oven over time 
can be a burden. Beko pyrolytic 
ovens save you from the trouble 
of scrubbing those hard-to-reach 
surfaces. The 120-min pyrolytic 
self-cleaning cycle burns stubborn 
stains to fine ash as your oven heats 
itself to 500 °C. The ash can then 
be simply wiped away with a piece 
of cloth, without the need of any 
detergents or chemicals. For less 
dirty ovens, you can use the shorter 
90-min eco-pyrolytic cycle which 
saves 25% on energy consumption.

Enjoy healthy 
fries at home.
It is high chance that most of 
your favourite food are not that 
healthy or out of your regular 
diet. Especially, home made 
fried potatoes can be too fatty 
or not as crispy as the ones 
made in the fast food chains.

Thanks to the Beko ovens 
with Homefries™ kit, you can 
prepare healthier French fries 
by using only small amount of 
oil. This feature homogeneously 
fries potatoes by regularly 
rotating them, thus using 
10 times less oil is enough 
for preparing delicious fries. 
Moreover, you can fry nuts 
or pop corn using this special 
Homefries™ kit.

Easy-to-Clean 
Full Glass Door
Constructed with a full glass 
panel, the interior of the door is 
free of bolts, making it easy to 
clean with a single wipe. Every 
Beko Built-in oven is equipped 
with this easy-to-clean full glass 
door. For more extensive cleaning, 
the inner glass can be removed 
with an apparatus.*

*On selected models.

DeLight yourself with Homefries™.
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Effortless Cooking 
Experience!
Non-Stick Coating Tray™ built for 
delicious flat tastes. It is perfect 
for pizza, quiches, flans and tarts. 
You can cut any food on it thank 
to its knife-proof and easy to clean 
surface. Angled side of tray will help 
the pizza maintain its circular shape.

Features 
• Minimize clean-up headaches and 
  sticky food on tray. 
• Dishwasher safe 
• Suitable for all Built in ovens and 
  freestanding cookers 
• 39.9x35.7x2.7 mm

Unique smell of 
homemade bread!
With BreadMaker, your kitchen will 
turn to a little patisserie. You can 
make your own bread according to 
your own taste at bakery standard, 
without losing space on your 
worktop.

With its innovative non-stick coated 
inner surface, it’s so easy to clean. 
By rotating the dough inside the 
BreadMaker; it is cooked more 
homogeneously hence resulting in 
full flavor with uniform crust.

You can use your imagination and 
try different flavors to make find the 
best bread recipe and make your 
home smell delicious.

Features
• Enables you bake your own bread  
  according to your own taste at   
  patisserie standards and does not 
  take up space on your worktop.
• Bread Making Accessory can be 
  used in any product with 
  Homefries.
• Dishwasher safe

Health comes 
from the steam!
For a healthier and lighter cooking, 
steam is the best solution.
SteamHealth™ offers a healthier 
version of oven cooking experience.

With this accessory, it is possible 
to steam vegetables, fish, meat 
or combinations of these. Also it’s 
possible to be creative and cook 
some delicate desserts such as 
Crème Caramel as well.

Features 
• With this accessory, you can easily   
  steam cook in your oven; keeping  
  the nutrients, taste and colors of  
  your food; keeping yourself healthy. 
• For all Built-in Ovens with Bottom  
  Heating Function 
• Dishwasher safe 
• 155x373x360 cm

Designed for ease of use!

Smoothly  
Closing Door
With the application of new 
version hinges to Built-in Oven 
Doors, the front door is closing 
very softly.

Large
Capacity
When it comes to capacity, bigger 
is definitely better. Despite its 
standard dimensions, the 65-liter* 
Beko oven has among the most 
spacious interiors in its class. This 
large interior provides enough 
room to roast a big turkey, or 
prepare a big feast for the entire 
family and friends. It’s convenient 
for large families, or anybody who 
wants to get the most out of a 
standard Built-in oven. 

*For multifunction ovens, usable volume.

Flexible pull-out 
shelf system
Flexible pull-out shelf system 
enables to adjust shelf level 
according to your needs.
with the of the flexible pull out 
shelf system  the trays can be 
pulled out of the oven cavity 
without the risk of a heavy roast 
chicken falling on to the floor and 
flexible pull-out shelf system can 
be attached into any level of the 
side rack.

Pull-out Shelf 
System 
The extending arms of the 
telescopic pull-out shelf system 
enables easy and safe access to 
the cooking tray. 

Cooksense™
With Beko CookSense™ now you can 
cook meat in the perfect consistency 
at your home as done in restaurants.

The CookSense™ accessory is used 
to measure the inner temperature 
of large pieces of Meat. Hence, it 
can easily be seen if the meat is 
Rare, Medium or Well done.

Luminous
Interior
Besides the back-wall lamp, 
selected oven models are 
equipped with an additional lamp 
placed on the right wall for better 
illumination and convenience.

Full Size Tray 
Thanks to the extra large interior,  
Beko oven trays are large enough to 
cook up to 25% more food in one go 
- an intelligent feature that makes it 
easier to cook large meals. In addition 
to its size, the 55 mm-deep tray is 
ideally suited for roasting or baking.
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State-of-the-art
technology for healthy
and wholesome meals.
Odour Free 
Cooking
Built-in ovens continuously 
circulate air to cool themselves 
down so that the heat generated 
does not harm the kitchen 
cabinets. Depending on the 
type of food being cooked, this 
working principle may come with 
a major drawback: Unwanted 
food odours spreading throughout 
your kitchen. Selected Beko ovens 
are equipped with a special odour 
filtering system.

Quiet
Operation
Beko ovens operate silently even 
during fan cooking for a peaceful 
home environment.

Comprised of a heater that 
actively burns the greasy particles, 
along with a catalyzer that filters 
the circulated air during cooking, 
this filtering system ensures that 
the kitchen environment remains 
free of noxious smells and greasy 
vapours. Because the pyrolytic 
cleaning cycle can also generate 
unwanted odours, Beko pyrolytic 
ovens are equipped with a 
catalyzer that filters air during this 
cycle, thus eliminates the smell of 
burned grease and harmful  
CO gasses.

Cool Door
Thanks to four layers of glass
on the oven door, the surface
temperature never exceeds 70 °C
even during the pyrolytic cycle,
when the inner temperature of
the oven can reach up to 480 °C.
During standard cooking, the
door’s temperature remains 
as low as 50 °C.

On multifunction ovens with
three layers of glass, the surface
temperature of the door never
exceeds 70 °C during cooking, 
thus preventing any accidental 
burns.

Door & Key Lock
Beko ovens with electronic
programmers are equipped
with a door and key locking
option to prevent the little ones
from playing with the settings
or opening the door while the
oven is in operation. Classic
and Comfort Line ovens can be
equipped with a mechanical 
childlock feature that can 
be installed as an additional 
accessory.
 

Durable Oven 
Door
The door hinges have a sleek yet
sturdy and durable design. Due to
the solidity of the hinges, the door
can carry a load as heavy as  
22.5 kg, which is over 20% more 
than the standard oven doors.  
That means you can place your  
fully loaded trays on the door 
without any worry.

Save cooking 
time: Booster 
function for quick 
pre-heating 
The booster function activates
all heaters for quick pre-heating
to reach the set cooking
temperature. On Vitreous Line
and Prime Line ovens, the booster
function can reduce the time
required to reach the desired
oven temperature by up to 35%.

Built-in OvensBuilt-in Collection
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Explore a world of culinary 
delight with flexible and
energy efficient functions.

Conventional 
Cooking
The top and bottom heating
elements operate without the fan.
This provides a traditional style of
cooking suitable for baking cakes, 
cookies and fluffy pastries.

Fan-Assisted 
Cooking
This function provides for
the even distribution of heat
generated by the upper and
lower heating elements, thus
accelerating cooking time and 
ensuring even baking.

Fan Heating
You can use this function for the
ultimate roast or the perfect batch
of pastries. The heating element
surrounding the fan provides
uniform heat distribution for 
even cooking results. Up to three 
different dishes can be cooked at 
the same time, without mixing 
flavors and aromas.

Strong Grill 
The perfect option for quick
grilling. Toast your favorite meals
or finish off your recipes with a 
crispy top.

Low Grill 
Ideal for grilling a relatively smaller 
amount of food, such as snacks 
or toast. The low grilling function 
activates only the middle part of 
the upper heater, which means 
energy is used more effectively, 
thus it minimizes the waste.

Fan Grilling
This function is perfect for cooking
crispy fish, chicken fillets, or meat
cutlets. The fan circulates the heat 
to maintain all-over cooking.

Slow Cooking
Cooking a delicious meal worthy
of a chef requires patience. The
SlowCook function slows down
the cooking pace just enough to
fully preserve the juice, aroma
and flavor of the food, along with
essential nutrients. For a crispier
browned top, finish off your recipe 
with low grilling.
 

Pizza Cooking
The bottom heating element, fan,
and fan heating element operate
simultaneously, providing the ideal 
conditions for baking pizza.

Warm Keeping
This can be used to keep cooked
dishes warm on the side, as well
as to warm up the plates or cups
before serving. Temperature
is automatically controlled. On
Vitreous and Prime Line ovens,
the temperature of this function
can be adjusted in 5 °C intervals
between 40 °C and 100 °C. It can
also be used for yoghurt making 
or dough raising.

Steamaid 
Cooking
During the cooking cyle,
based on the selected   
cooking programmes, steam is
injected into the oven cavity
at ideal predetermined times
automatically. Moreover, while
Steamaid cooking function is
selected, steam injections can be
done manually. Steamaid cooking
is ideal for yummy crust on 
breads, pastries and meat.

Multidimensional 
Cooking (MDC)
Multidimensional cooking is the
new generation of professional
cooking technology that activates 
all heating elements on a 
multidimensional level. The
upper, lower, and fan heating
elements - combined with the
fan - all work simultaneously to
provide the most even heat and
temperature distribution possible.
The MDC function enables cooking 
large pieces such as a big turkey or 
meat perfectly.

Defrosting / 
Cooling 
In defrost mode, no heating
mood is used. Only the fan
is activated to circulate the air 
inside the oven. Frozen food 
is gently defrosted at room 
temperature, or cooked food 
is cooled.

Built-in OvensBuilt-in Collection
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Main Features
• Full Color TFT LCD display
• USB connection for uploading recipes
 and photos
• Recipe selection from cooking guide
• Touch control
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
 for multi-tray cooking
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall
• Soft closing door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system with 3 level

OIM 25901 X
Multifunction oven with
13 cooking functions and

Main Features
• Easy to use interactive
• LCD programmer
• Steamaid cooking function
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Slow cooking function
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall
• Soft closing door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system

OIM 25700 X: 35 otomatic cooking programs
without steamed cooking function

OIM 25702 X
Multifunction oven with
15 cooking functions and 
SteamShine function

Main Features
• Easy to use touch control programmer
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall
• Soft closing door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• CookSense™
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system

OIM 25600 X: without CookSense™

OIM 25602 X
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use interactive
• LCD programmer
• Steamaid cooking function
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Slow cooking function
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 6 levels
• Catalytic back wall
• Soft closing door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 75 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system with 2 level

OIM 39701 X
Multifunction oven with
15 cooking functions and SteamShine 
function

Main Features
• Easy to use touch control programmer
• Pyrolytic and eco pyrolytic cleaning
 programmes
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 6 levels
• Cool door with four glass layers
• Soft closing door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 75 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system with 2 level

OIM 39600 XP
Pyrolytic multifunction oven with
14 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use touch control programmer
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
  full glass inner door
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 6 levels
• Catalytic back wall
• Soft closing door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 75 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system with 2 level
• CookSense™

OIM 39600 X
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Built-in OvensBuilt-in Collection
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Main Features
• Easy to use touch control programmer
• Fingerprint free stainless steel
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
  full glass inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• İnterior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Pizza tray
• Wire shelf
• Cooking tray
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system

OIM 25603 X
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

OIM 25600 XP
Pyrolytic multifunction oven with
14 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use touch control programmer
• Pyrolytic and eco pyrolytic cleaning
 programmes
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
 Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping

• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

Main Features
• Easy to use touch control programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
 Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Side opening front door
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easily detachable side racks
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system

OIM 25600 XR: Right opening door

OIM 25600 XL
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Pop-out rotary knobs and push-buttons
• Interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels 
• Eco Fan Heating

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system
• HomefriesTM Accessory

OIM 25505 X
Multifunction oven with 
12 cooking functions

OIM 25500 X
Pyrolytic multifunction oven with 
14 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Cool door with four glass layers
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Fingerprint free stainless steel
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Turnspit
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Pyrolytic and eco pyrolytic cleaning
 programmes
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Warm keeping
• Eco Fan Heating
• Pop-out rotary knobs and push-buttons
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system

OIM 25500 XP
Pyrolytic multifunction oven with 
14 cooking functions

Built-in Collection
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Built-in Ovens

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Pop-out rotary knobs and push-buttons
• Side opening front door
• Dual interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Telescopic pull-out shelf system

OIM 25500 XL 
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Fan assisted cooking
• Fingerprint free stainless steel
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray  
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

OIE 25500 X
Multifunction oven with
8 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Pyrolytic and eco pyrolytic cleaning
 programmes
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Slow cooking function
• Warm keeping
• Cool door with four glass layers
• Electronic key lock
• Pop-out rotary knobs and push-buttons
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray  
• Cooking tray
• 2 Wire shelf  

OIM 24501 B: Multifunction oven without
pyrolitic function/with telescopic pull-out
shelf system and soft closing door

OIM 24500 BP 
Pyrolytic multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Pop-out rotary knobs and push-buttons
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cake tray flat
• 2 Wire shelf
• Cooking tray
• Easy to remove side racks
• Turnspit

OIM 24501 W: Multifunction oven with
soft closing door

OIM 24500 W
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Cake tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

OIM 25301 X: Push pop out buttons

OIM 25300 X
Multifunction oven with
8 cooking functions

OIE 24300 B
Multifunction oven with
6 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Fan assisted cooking
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Cake tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

OIE 24500 W: White color

Built-in Collection
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Built-in Ovens

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Illuminated pop-out rotary knobs and push
 buttons
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Dual interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Fingerprint free stainless steel
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Deep tray
• 2 Wire shelf
• Cooking tray
• Easy to remove side racks

OIM 22500 X: With standard push pop out
buttons
OIM 22500 XP: With pyrolitic function and 
standard push pop out buttons

OIM 22501 X
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Pop-out rotary knobs and push-buttons
• Dual interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Fingerprint free stainless steel

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Deep tray
• Cake tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

OIM 22500 X
Multifunction oven with
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Fan assisted cooking
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Cake tray
• Easy to remove side racks

OIE 22500 X
Multifunction oven with
8 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Easy to clean full glass inner door

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Deep tray
• Easy to remove side racks

OIM 22301 X
Multifunction oven with
8 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Fan assisted cooking
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Deep tray
• Easy to remove side racks

OIE 22300 X
Multifunction oven with
6 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use mechanic programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easy to remove side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Cake tray
• Easy to remove side racks

OIM 22100 X
Multifunction oven with
8 cooking functions

Built-in Collection
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Built-in Ovens

Main Features
• Easy to use mechanic programmer
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Fan assisted cooking
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easy to remove side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

OIE 22000 X: without Mechanic programme 
version

OIE 22101 X
Multifunction oven with
6 cooking functions

OIC 22101 X
Conventional oven with
4 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use mechanic programmer
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easy to remove side racks, 3 levels
• Catalytic side walls with wire racks
• Electric grill

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 67.5 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shel

OIM 27200 A
Multifunction Rustic oven with
8 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use analogue programmer
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Fan assisted cooking
• Interior lighting
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels
• Colour:Anthracite

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

OIE 27200 AV: Avena
OIE 27200 C: Cream

OIG 22101 X
Gas oven with electric
grill functions & fan 

Main Features
• Easy to use mechanic programmer
• Fan assisted cooking
• Integrated electronic ignition
• Flame failure device
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• Natural gas usage for G20-20 mbar
• Adaptable to G30-30 natural gas
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Turnspit
• Easy to remove side racks

OIG 22100 X
Gas oven with gas
grill functions

Main Features
• Easy to use mechanic programmer
• Integrated electronic ignition
• Flame failure device
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easily detachable side racks, 5 levels

Technical Features
• Natural gas usage for G20-20 mbar
• Adaptable to G30-30 natural gas
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Turnspit
• Easy to remove side racks

OUM 25520 X
Built-under  oven with Vitroceramic Hob 
Multifunction oven with 
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easy to remove side racks. 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Turnspit
• Easy to remove side racks

60 cm Vitroceramic Hob
• Stainless steel frame
• 4 cooking zones
• Front Left: 180/120 mm-1.7/0.7 kW duo hi-light
• Rear Left: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Front Right: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Rear Right: 170/265 mm-2.4/1.5 kW extended
• 6 cooking levels per zone

Built-in Collection
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Built-under Ovens

OUM 22520 X
Built-under  oven with Vitroceramic Hob 
Multifunction oven with 
12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Slow cooking function
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Interior lighting
• Easy to remove side racks. 5 levels
• Catalytic back wall

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf

60 cm Vitroceramic Hob
• 4 cooking zones
• Front Left: 180/120 mm-1.7/0.7 kW duo hi-light
• Rear Left: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Front Right: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Rear Right: 180 mm-1.7 kW
• 6 cooking levels per zone

OUM 22323 X
Built-under oven with Induction Hob
Multifunction oven with 
8 cooking functions

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Cake tray

60 cm Induction Hob
• Stainless steel frame
• 4 cooking zones
• Front Left: 200mm - 2300W/3000W (Boost)
• Rear Left: 160mm - 1400W
• Front Right: 160mm - 1400W
• Rear Right: 200mm - 2300W/3000W (Boost) 

OUM 22320 X
Built-under  oven with Vitroceramic Hob
Multifunction oven with 
8 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Enamelled cavity

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Cake tray

60 cm Vitroceramic Hob
• Stainless steel frame
• 4 cooking zones
• Front Left: 180/120 mm-1.7/0.7 kW duo hi-light
• Rear Left: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Front Right: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Rear Right: 170/265 mm-2.4/1.5 kW
 extended hi-light
• 6 cooking levels per zone

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Fan assisted cooking
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easy to remove side racks. 5 levels
• Enamelled cavity

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

60 cm Vitroceramic Hob
• 4 cooking zones
• Front Left: 180/120 mm-1.7/0.7 kW duo hi-light
• Rear Left : 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Front Right : 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Rear Right : 180 mm-1.7 kW
• 6 cooking levels per zone

OUE 22320 X
Built-under  oven with Vitroceramic Hob
Multifunction oven with 
6 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use mechanic programmer
• Fan assisted cooking
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Enamelled cavity

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Cake tray
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

60 cm Vitroceramic Hob
• 4 cooking zones
• Front Left: 180 mm-1.7 kW
• Rear Left: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Front Right: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Rear Right: 180 mm-1.7 kW
• 6 cooking levels per zone

OUE 22020 X: without Mechanic programme 
version

OUE 22120 X
Built-under  oven with Vitroceramic Hob
Multifunction oven with 
6 cooking functions

Main Features
• Fan assisted cooking
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Enamelled cavity

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 65 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf
• Cake tray

OUE 22001 X
Built-under Multifunction oven with
5 cooking functions  

Built-under Ovens
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Built-in Compact Ovens

Main Features
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Enamelled cavity
• Electric grill

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 67.5 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Deep tray
• Wire shelf

60 cm Vitroceramic Hob
• 4 cooking zones
• Front Left: 180 mm-1.7 kW
• Rear Left: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Front Right: 140 mm-1.2 kW
• Rear Right: 180 mm-1.7 kW
• 6 cooking levels per zone

OUC 22020 X
Conventional Oven with
4 cooking functions

Main Features
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Enamelled cavity

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Extra Large Oven Cavity Volume: 67.5 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  595x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray
• Wire shelf

OUC 22000 W: White
OUC 22000 B: Black

OUC 22000 X
Conventional Oven with
4 cooking functions  

Main Features
• Easy to use touch control programmer
• Nano coated, excellent clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Eco Fan Heating
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to remove side racks, 3 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Oven Cavity Volume: 44 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 455x594x547 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray 
• Wire shelf
• Apparatus for removing the ınner glass
• Easy to remove side racks

OCM 25600 X
Multifunction compact oven
with 12 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use electronic control programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Slow cooking function
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Pop-out rotary knobs and push-buttons
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean & removable full glass
 inner door
• Easy to remove side racks, 3 levels
• Fingerprint free stainless steel

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Oven Cavity Volume: 44 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 445x594x547 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray 
• Wire shelf
• Easy to remove side racks

OCM 25500 X
Multifunction compact oven
with 12 cooking functions

OCM 25701 X
Multifunction oven with 
14 cooking functions and 
52 automatic cooking programmes

Main Features
• Easy to use interactive symbol LCD programmer
• Steamaid cooking fuction
• Nano coated, excellent Clean & removable
 full glass inner door
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Pizza cooking
• Slow cooking function
• Warm keeping
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to remove side racks, 3 levels

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Oven Cavity Volume: 44 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 455x594x567 mm

Accessories
• Wire shelf
• Cake tray

OCM 25700 X: 35 automatic cooking
programs without steamaid cooking function

• Easy to use digital programmer
• Defrost functions
• Door closed grilling
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting

Technical Features
• 3400 W rated power     
• 1000 W MWO output power  
• Oven Cavity Volume: 32 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 455x594x472 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray 
• Wire shelf
• Glass tray

OCW 45300 X
Microwave oven with 
Grill and Fan Heating

Built-under Ovens
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Built-in Compact Ovens

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Multidimensional cooking function
• Fan assisted cooking
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easy to remove side racks, 3 levels
• Enamelled cavity

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Oven Cavity Volume: 44 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 445x594x547 mm

Accessories
• Cooking tray 
• Wire shelf
• Deep tray 
• Easy to remove side racks

OCM 22300 X
Multifunction compact oven
with 8 cooking functions

Main Features
• Easy to use digital programmer
• Fan assisted cooking
• Booster function for quick pre-heating
• Electronic key lock
• Interior lighting
• Easy to clean full glass inner door
• Easy to remove side racks, 3 levels
• Enamelled cavity

Technical Features
• A energy efficiency class
• Oven Cavity Volume: 44 litres
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 445x594x547 mm

Accessories
• Deep tray 
• Wire shelf
• Cooking tray
• Easy to remove side racks

OCE 22300 X
Multifunction compact oven
with 6 cooking functions

Built-in Collection
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Warming drawers & 
compact ovens: The 
Perfect Culinary Couple
The compact oven and warming 
drawer can fit perfectly in the 
existing 60 cm oven niche of your 
kitchen. This exceptional culinary 
combo provides enhanced 
flexibility that enables you to keep 
your main dish warm on the side 
while you continue cooking other 
dishes or dessert.

Quality and taste
come first
Timing is tricky when you’re
preparing a big meal, trying to
ensure that everybody’s food is
prepared and ready at the right
temperature at the right time as
taste also depends on the 
temperature of your dish. 

That’s why warming drawers are 
the perfect solution for keeping 
food warm on the side while 
waiting for guests to arrive or 
while preparing other courses in 
the meantime. The temperature 
can be adjusted between 
40 °C and 80 °C.

Prewarm your 
service plates 
Serving a hot meal on a cold
plate can spoil the consistency,
texture and taste of a dish. Beko
warming drawers can pre-warm
up to six service plates at a time.
The drawer is strong enough to
carry a load of up to 25 kg. Due
to the multi-levels of temperature
adjustment, the drawer can also
be used for defrosting, preheating
of food, or dough raising.
 

Easy access
The drawer can be pulled out
with the telescopic shelf system,
thus providing a great deal of
convenience when loading and
unloading. Since both sides of the
drawer are open, the dinner sets
and the oven trays can be easily
accessed, picked up, or placed
When not in use during food
preparation, the warming drawer
provides an ideal storage space
for extra cooking trays.

Warming Drawers

Main Features
• Mechanic knob controlled
• Telescopic drawer for easy access
• Pre-warming crockery & utensils
• Cross flow blower with heather
• 2 levels of temperature adjustment
 between 40 °C and 60 °C 
• Stainless steel cavity
• Serving plates of 6 people:
  7x24 cm dinner plates
  6x10 cm soup bowls
  1x19 cm serving dish
  1x17 cm serving dish
  1x32 cm meat plate
• 25 kg capacity
• Can be installed: By itself or together
  with a 45 cm high Built-in compact oven

Technical Features
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  140x594x555 mm

Main Features
• Electronic knob controlled
• Telescopic drawer for easy access
• 5 Functions: Dough raising, defrost,
 pre-heating, warm keeping,
 pre-warming crockery & utensils
• Easy to clean glass heating plate and
  cross flow blower with heater
• 4 levels of temperature adjustment
  between 40 °C and 80 °C
• Stainless steel cavity
• Serving plates of 6 people:
  6x24 cm dinner plates
  6x10 cm soup bowls
  1x19 cm serving dish
  1x17 cm serving dish
  1x32 cm meat plate
• 25 kg capacity
• Can be installed: By itself or together
  with a 45 cm high Built-in compact oven

Technical Features
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 140x594x555 mm

DRW 11400 FX
Warming
Drawer

DRW 11400 DX
Warming
Drawer

DRW 11400 FW
Warming
Drawer

DRW 11400 FB
Warming
Drawer

Main Features
• Electronic knob controlled
• Telescopic drawer for easy access
• 5 Functions: Dough raising, defrost,
 pre-heating, warm keeping,
 pre-warming crockery & utensils
• Easy to clean glass heating plate and
  cross flow blower with heater
• 4 levels of temperature adjustment
  between 40 °C and 80 °C
• Stainless steel cavity
• Serving plates of 6 people:
  6x24 cm dinner plates
  6x10 cm soup bowls
  1x19 cm serving dish
  1x17 cm serving dish
  1x32 cm meat plate
• 25 kg capacity
• Can be installed: By itself or together
  with a 45 cm high Built-in compact oven

Technical Features
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  140x594x555 mm

Main Features
• Electronic knob controlled
• Telescopic drawer for easy access
• 5 Functions: Dough raising, defrost,
 pre-heating, warm keeping,
 pre-warming crockery & utensils
• Easy to clean glass heating plate and
  cross flow blower with heater
• 4 levels of temperature adjustment
  between 40 °C and 80 °C
• Stainless steel cavity
• Serving plates of 6 people:
  6x24 cm dinner plates
  6x10 cm soup bowls
  1x19 cm serving dish
  1x17 cm serving dish
  1x32 cm meat plate
• 25 kg capacity
• Can be installed: By itself or together
  with a 45 cm high Built-in compact oven

Technical Features
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 140x594x555 mm
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Microwave Ovens:
Strong, durable and
stainless steel interiors.
Efficient 
Solutions
Ranging from 20 to 30 
litre-capacity, Beko microwave 
ovens offer practical cooking 
solutions to help you keep up 
with a fast- paced life. The range 
is well equipped with advanced
functions, including Quick Start,
Auto Weight Defrosting, Auto
Cooking Menu and Low and
Strong Grilling.

Cooking 
Functions
Selected models feature
combined cooking functions,
including convection &
microwave; grill & convection;  
grill & microwave. Fan heating 
can also be used on its own for 
convection cooking.

Microwave OvensBuilt-in Collection
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MWB 3010 EX
30 litres Microwave Oven
with Grill and Fan Heating

MWB 2510 EX
25 litres 
Microwave Oven with Grill

Main Features
• Fan heating function for even browning  
  for baking and faster roasting
• Digital programmer
• 6 auto step cooking functions
• 5 microwave power levels
• 2 grilling levels
• Defrost function
• Quick start
• Electronic child lock
• Fingerprint free stainless steel
• Interior lighting
• Built-in installation with frame*

Technical Features
• MWO Power Level: 900 W
• Grill Power: 1200 W
• Fan Heating Power: 1350 W
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  300x520x530 mm

Frame code MWK 3010 X

Main Features
• Digital programmer
• 6 auto step cooking functions
• 5 microwave power levels
• 2 grilling levels
• Defrost function
• Quick start
• Electronic child lock
• Fingerprint free stainless steel
• Interior lighting
• Built-in installation with frame*

Technical Features
• MWO Power Level: 900 W
• Grill Power: 1200 W
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  310x510x382 mm

* Frame code MWK 2510 X

MWB 2000EX
20 litres 
Microwave Oven

Main Features
• Digital programmer
• 6 auto step cooking functions
• 5 microwave power levels
• 2 grilling levels
• Defrost function
• Quick start
• Electronic child lock
• Stainless steel cavity
• Interior lighting
• Built-in installation with frame*

Technical Features
• MWO Power Level: 900 W
• Grill Power: 1200 W
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  310x510x382 mm

* Frame code MWK 2310 X

Main Features
• Digital programmer
• 6 auto step cooking functions
• 5 microwave power levels
• Defrost function
• Quick start
• Electronic child lock
• Interior lighting
• Built-in installation with frame*

Technical Features
• MWO Power Level: 800 W
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  282x470x377 mm

* Frame code MWK 2000 X

MWB 2310EX
23 litres 
Microwave Oven with Grill

Built-in Ovens | Microwave OvensBuilt-in Collection
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Flexibility in Induction Technology by Beko
Do not limit yourself with standard pans. Cook with any size and number of pans you like. Now, you are free to place pans, pots 
or large coo kWare on flexible induction hobs of Beko. Thanks to this extended cooking surface, it is possible to use a variety of 
pots from very small to very large according to your needs. IndyFlex+™ and  IndyFlex hobs not only provide flexibility but also 
contribute energy efficiency by heating the pots rather than the whole zone.

Touch & Slide Control for Beko Hobs
Touch & Slide Control Beko hobs feature 19 different level for each cooking zone separately with Touch & Slide Control* which 
allows you to make the heat adjustments according to your needs. The timer allows you to set a cooking time for each cooking 
zone separately. Moreover, when the cooking time is up, the hob will automatically switch off the zone and a buzzer will signal 
the end of cooking.

* Touch & Slide Control feature is available with selected vitroceramic and induction hobs.

Stop & Go
Stop & Go function allows you to 
switch off all zones while they are 
working and you can switch them 
on just with a single touch with 
the same adjustments.
 
If you urgently need to leave 
home or  your baby needs you or 
an old friend stops by , you can 
use the stop & go technology 
by  switching off all the cooking 
zones and when you return to 
the kitchen you can continue your 
cooking with the same adjusted 
features.

Safety Features
 
In order to ensure your safety 
Beko Touch & Slide Control Hobs 
are equipped with safety features.
 
• When cooking zone is not 
cool enough to touch safely, the 
residual heat indicators warn you 
with a visible “H” on the display.

• The anti overflow system 
automatically shuts off the power 
in case of liquid boiling over the 
control panel.

• If the cooking zone is left on  
for a long period of time, the hob 
automatically switches itself off.

Wipe Guard
 
Wipe Guard function allows you to 
lock the control settings when you 
want to wipe of food spilled on the 
hob when you are cooking. With 
a single touch, the settings are 
locked for 20 seconds, if the key 
lock is pressed for a short time.

Memory 
Function
 
Memory function allows you to 
save the cooking temperature for 
all cooking zones. Thanks to this 
feature you can store the saved 
cooking time of your favorite 
meals in order to enjoy your 
meals every time with the same 
taste.

Warming  
Function
 
Warming mode allows you to 
keep food warm by a single 
touch. 

IndyFlex+™ Beko Hobs
New technology Beko IndyFlex+™ 
hobs give flexibility to use more 
space on expanded flexible cooking 
surface. 8 independent coils are 
governed by a sophisticated display 
to flexibly split and control each of 
them separately or you can link to 
control as if like a single zone. 

Two cooking zones can be linked 
together to act as a larger cooking 
zone and give flexibility to you.

IndyFlex™ Beko Hob

Built-in Collection
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Induction Cooking 
Technology

Safety, Efficiency
and Cleanliness
This is the latest and most
efficient cooking technology
available. Induction hobs heat
up only when there’s a pot on the 
vitroceramic surface, while the 
rest of it gets barely warm.

Inside the induction hob, there 
is a coil that creates a magnetic 
field. When the pot is placed on 
the induction zone, this magnetic 
field transfers heat directly to the 
cooking pan. There’s no flame 
or glowing hot surface. The only 
result is a rapid increase in food 
temperature that can be precisely 
regulated. This method of heating 
ensures minimum energy loss and 
maximum speed.

Efficient &
Quick Cooking
The rapid heat induced by
Induction hobs is distributed
evenly and consistently to your
pot. Compared to standard
cookers, Beko induction hobs with
power boost can reduce cooking
time by up to 56% and energy 
consumption by 43%.

Quick & Easy 
Cleaning
Since the vitroceramic surface
doesn’t heat up, spilt food won’t
burn on the hob, which makes it
easy to clean.

Hobs

Comparison of energy and time required to heat 2 litres of water from 20 °C to 90 °C.

Energy 
(kWh)

Time
(minutes)

Induction Hob 
Booster Level

Induction Hob 
19th Level

Vitroceramic Hotplate Gas

0 1

0.1 3
2

0.2 5
4

0.3 7
6

0.4 9
8

0.5

0.246
4.56

7.53 8.20

10.30

8.52

0.265
0.311 0.338

0.433 10

Safe
Cooking
Beko induction hobs are
built with extra safety features
that enable you to cook with
ease. There are no open flames
and it’s only your pot that is 
heated up while cooking. If there’s 
no contact with a pot, or if a pot is 
left on the cooker for an unusually
long period, the heating stops
automatically. The smart heat
control feature will limit maximum
heat to 300 °C. Should any liquid
spill over on the control panel,
the cooker will automatically
turn itself off. The small object
safety feature ensures that the
hob will not be activated by any
other extraneous object - such
as a tea spoon that might have 
accidentally been dropped on 
the hob.

Built-in Collection
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HII 64500 FT
60 cm
IndyFlex™ Beko Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 induction zones, 1 flexinduction zone
• Front Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Front Right:
 145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  180 mm-18002500W (boost)
  Rear Right:
 240mm – 2200/3200W (boost)
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Direct select option 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system
• Cleaning lock

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x582x512 mm
  
HII 64500 FTX: Inox frame

HII 64501 T
60 cm
Induction Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 induction zones
• Front Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Front Right:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Right:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Direct select option
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system
• Cleaning lock

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm
  
HII 64501 TX: Inox frame 

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 induction zones
• Front Left:
 180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Front Right:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Rear Right:
  210 mm-2200/3200 W (boost)
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Direct select option
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system
• Cleaning lock

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm

HII 64500 TX: Inox frame 
 

HII 64500 T
60 cm
Induction Hob

HII 84500 FTX
80 cm
IndyFlex Beko Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 induction zones, 1 flexinduction zone
• Front Left:
 180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
 Front Right:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Rear Right:
  240 mm-2200/3200W (boost)
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Direct select option 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system
• Cleaning lock

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x780x510 mm

HII 68600 PT
60 cm
IndyFlex+ Beko Hob

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 8 Separately Controllable Induction zones of  
 94x225 mm 
• 2 Flexinduction zones of 3600W
 2x94x225 mm - 1250W
 2x94x225 mm - 1250W
 2X94x225 mm - 1250W
 2x94x225 mm - 1250W
• 18 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Cleaning lock
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510mm

HII 68600 PTX: Inox frame

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 induction zones
• Front Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Front Right:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Rear Right:
  240 mm-2200/3200W (boost)
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Direct select option 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system
• Cleaning lock

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x780x510 mm

HII 84501 T
80 cm
Induction Beko Hob
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HII 63500 T
60 cm
Induction Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 3 induction zones
• Front Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
 Rear Left:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
 Right Center:
 280 mm-2400/3600 W (boost)
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Direct select option
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system
• Cleaning lock

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm

HII 64400 T
60 cm
Induction Hob

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 4 induction zones
• Front Left:
 180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Front Right:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500 W (boost)
  Rear Right:
  210 mm-2200/3200 W (boost)
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm

HII 64401 T
60 cm
Induction Hob

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 4 induction zones
• Front Left:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
  Front Right:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  145 mm-1400/1800W (boost)
  Rear Right:
  180 mm-1800/2500W (boost)
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm

HII 63402 AT
60 cm
Induction Hob

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 3 induction zones
• Front Left:
  145 mm-1600 W /1800 W (boost)
 Rear Left:
 210mm - 2000/2300W (boost)
 Right Center:
 180/280mm-2300/3600W (boost)
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm

HII 63402 ATX: Inox frame 
HII 63401 AT: With 240 mm zone

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 4 induction zones
• Front Left:
  180 mm-2000 W /2300 W (boost)
  Front Right:
  145 mm-1600 W /1800 W (boost)
  Rear Left:
  180 mm-2000 W /2300 W (boost)
  Rear Right:
  210mm-2100 W /2300 W (boost)
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm

HII 64400 ATX: Inox frame

HII 64400 AT
60 cm
Induction Hob

HII 64401 AT 
60 cm
Induction Hob

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 4 induction zones
 Front Left:
 180 mm-2000 W
 Front Right:
 145 mm-1600 W
 Rear Left:
 145 mm-1600 W
 Rear Right:
 180 mm-2000 W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• On-off indicator light
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.2 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x580x510 mm

Built-in Collection
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19 Different 
Cooking Levels
Touch & Slide control hobs 
feature 19 different cooking 
levels for each cooking zone 
and the temperature can be set 
individually for each zone
with the touch of a finger. The
set cooking level for each zone is
digitally displayed on the control
area. The working space on the
hob is maximized thanks to the
central front positioning of the
touch-sensitive control area.
Beko ceramic hobs turn cooking
İnto a joyous experience, with 
various advanced features that 
include: a timer and buzzer, which 
enable you to program a separate 
cooking duration for each cooking 
zone. 

Once the cooking time is over, the
buzzer alarm is activated. You can
deactivate the alarm by touching
any key on the control panel.
A booster function allows you to 
program each cooking zone to 
start at maximum power. When 
the food comes to a boil, the 
temperature continues in the set 
mood until the food is completely 
cooked.

Vitroceramic Hobs: 
Touch Sensitive Control

Easy to Clean
The smooth yet scratch-resistant
glass surface not only enhances
the beauty of your kitchen, but is
extremely easy to clean as well.

Safety Features
For absolute safety, the touch
control vitroceramic hobs are
equipped with a number of
advanced safety features:

• Residual heat indicators are
easily visible. They indicate that
the surface on an individual
cooking zone is not yet cool
enough to touch. The indicators
turn off only when the surface
temperature has dropped   
below 60 °C.

• The electronic child lock can be
activated to lock the functions
of your hob so as to prevent
little fingers from accidentally
activating it.

• The overflow liquid-sensitive
control unit automatically shuts
off the hob when food or water
spills onto the touch control
area.

• The automatic shut-off 
feature is activated when the 
cooking zones are on for an 
unusually long period of time.

Choosing 
Flexibility
Beko ceramic hobs are equipped
with versatile cooking zones that
offer the flexibility of choosing
between single, double, triple,
or extended operation levels
according to the size of your pot.
This means that whether you use
a small or a big pot, you’re only 
using the amount of heat you 
need. Furthermore, the warming 
zone on selected models keeps 
food warm, tasty, and ready 
to serve without the risk of 
overcooking.

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 5 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 600/2000W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Right: 100W
 Central: 140/250 mm - 1100/2000W
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer
• On-off indicator light
• Eco-timer function
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x770x510 mm

HIC 85502 T
80 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2000W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Right: 140/250 mm - 1100/2000W 
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer
• On-off indicator light
• Eco-timer function
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x770x510 mm

HIC 84500 T
80 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 5 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 600/2000W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Right: 100W
 Central: 140/250 mm - 1100/2000W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x770x510 mm

HIC 85402 TX: Inox frame 

HIC 85402 T
80 cm
Vitroceramic Hob
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HIC 64503 T
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2200W 
 Front Right: 160 mm - 1500W 
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 140/250 mm - 1100/2000W 
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer
• On-off indicator light
• Eco-timer function
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 58x576x570 mm

HIC 64503 TX: Inox frame 

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 5 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2000W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Right:170x265 mm - 2400W 
 Central: 100W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x770x510 mm

HIC 85400 T
80 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 145/200/350 mm- 
 900/1750/2100W 
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 120/210 mm - 600/2000W
 Central: 100W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 5.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x770x510 mm

HIC 84402 T
80 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

HIC 84400 T
80 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 600/2000W
 Front Right: 180 mm - 1800W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 170/265 mm - 1500/2400W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  55x770x510 mm

Built-in Hobs | Vitroceramic Hobs

HIC 64502 T
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2200W
 Front Right: 160 mm - 1500W 
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer
• On-off indicator light
• Eco-timer function
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64502 TX: Inox frame 

HIC 63501 T
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Touch & Slide control
• 3 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 180 mm-1800W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Right Center: 210/270 mm - 1800/2700W
• 19 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer
• On-off indicator light
• Eco-timer function
• Memory function

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 5.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm
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HIC 64404 T
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/175/210 mm -    
 800/1600/2300W
 Front Right: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 140/250 mm - 1100/2000W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 7.0 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64403 T
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2200W 
 Front Right: 160 mm - 1500W 
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 140/250 mm - 1100/2000W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64402 T
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2200W
 Front Right: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W 
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W 
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 210 mm - 2300W
 Front Right: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 180 mm - 1800W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W 
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.0 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

Main Features
• Front slim touch control
• 3 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 180 mm - 1800W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Right Center: 270/210 mm - 2700/1800W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 
• Timer and buzzer

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 5.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64401 T
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

HIC 64400
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

HIC 63401 T
60 cm 
Vitroceramic Hob
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Main Features
• Front touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2200W 
 Front Right: 160 mm - 1500W
 Rear Left: 140 mm  -  1200W
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 210 mm - 2300W
 Front Right: 160 mm -1500W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64402 E
60 cm 
Vitroceramic Hob

HIC 64401 E
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

HIC 64400 E
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Front touch control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 180 mm - 1800W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W
• 9 cooking levels per zone
• Booster function for quick heating 

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overheat safety system

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.0 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64104
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Side control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/210 mm - 750/2200W Hi-light
  Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W Hi-light
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W Hi-light
 Rear Right: 120/180 mm - 700/1700W Hi-light
• 6 cooking levels per zone

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.3 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x580x510 mm

HIC 64103
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Side control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120 mm - 2100W 
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W Hi-light
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W Hi-light
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1800W
• 6 cooking levels per zone

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.3 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x580x510 mm

HIC 64102
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Side control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 180 mm - 1700W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1700W 
• 6 cooking levels per zone

Safety Features
• Residual heat indicator 

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 5.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm
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HIC 64101
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Side control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 120/180 mm - 700/1700W 
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W Hi-light
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W Hi-light
 Rear Right:180 mm - 1800W Hi-light
• 6 cooking levels per zone

Safety Features
• Residual heat indicator 

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 5.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64100
60 cm
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Side control
• 4 Vitroceramic zones
• Front Left: 180 mm - 1700W
 Front Right: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W
 Rear Right: 180 mm - 1700W 
• 6 cooking levels per zone

Safety Features
• Residual heat indicator 

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 5.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 55x580x510 mm

HIC 64100 W: White

Built-in Hobs | Vitroceramic HobsBuilt-in Collection
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Cast Iron Pan 
Supports
Cast iron pan supports enhance
the stylish and professional look
of your hob, while also providing
maximum stability, thereby
enabling you to use pots and pans
of any size without the risk of
tilting or sliding.

Safety
If the flame is accidentally
extinguished by wind or by
overflowing liquid, the flame
failure device automatically cuts
off the gas supply to prevent any
gas leakage.

Gas Hobs
The high-power 5 kW wok burner
cooks food rapidly, without
reducing its nutritional value.
Heat is more evenly distributed at
the bottom of the pan, resulting
in excellent cooking performance
over a shorter period of time.

Simple Ignition
Integrated into the knobs,
electronic ignition provides
easy and simple ignition for  
gas burners.

Easy Lock 
Function for 
Safety
Easy lock function enables safety 
with the feature of shutting down 
all cooking burners at the same 
time this fuction can be also used 
as a child lock.

Built-in Hobs | Gas Hobs

HISW 75235 S
70 cm Gas Hob with 
4 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

HISW 75232 S
70 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

HISW 74222 S
70 cm Gas Hob with
3 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

Main Features
• Front Control
• Front Left: 1 kW
 Front Right: 1.75 kW
 Rear Left: 2.9 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
 Center: 3.3 kW (Wok)
• Tempered Glass Base
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG
• 4 kW Wok option available

Safety Features
• Flame failure device
• Mechanical child lock

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 10.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x680x510 mm

HISW 75225 S: w/o child lock

Main Features
• Front Control
• Front Left: 1 kW
 Front Right: 1.75 kW
 Rear Left: 2.9 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
 Center: 3.3 kW (Wok)
• Tempered Glass Base
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG
• 4 kW Wok option available

Safety Features
• Flame failure device
• Mechanical child lock

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 11.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  90x860x500 mm

HISW 75222 S: w/o child lock

Main Features
• Front Control
• Front Left: 3.3 kW (Wok)
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 1.75 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Tempered Glass Base
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x680x510 mm
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HISG 64235 S
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard Burners

HISW 64222 S
60 cm Gas Hob with
3 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

HISG 64220 S
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard Gas Burners

Main Features
• Front Control
• Front Left: 1.75 kW
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 2.9 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Tempered Glass Base
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device
• Mechanical child lock

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x590x510 mm

HISG 64225 S: w/o child lock

Main Features
• Front Control
• Front Left: 3.3 kW (Wok)
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 1.75 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Tempered Glass Base
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x580x510 mm

Main Features
• Front Control
• Front Left: 1.75 kW
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 2.9 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Tempered Glass Base
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x606x526 mm

HISG 64232 S: With child lock and cast iron pan 
supports
HISG 64222 S: Cast iron pan supports

HISW 64122 S
60 cm Gas Hob with
3 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

HISG 64120 S
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard Gas Burners

Main Features
• Side controls
 Front Left: 3.3 kW (Wok)
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 1.75 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Tempered Glass Base
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x580x510 mm

HISW 64120 S: With enamel pan supports

Main Features
• Side controls
 Front Left: 2.9 kW
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 1.75 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Tempered Glass Base
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x580x510 mm

Main Features
• Front Control
 Front Left: 180-120 mm-1700/700W
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 145 mm - 1200W
   Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 2.75 kW
• Electric Power: 2.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 85x580x510 mm

HISM 64222 S
60 cm Mixed Hob with
2 Vitroceramic + 2 Gas Burners
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Main Features
• Side controls
 Front Left: 180 mm - 1800W Hi-light
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 140 mm - 1200W Hi-light
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device
• Residual heat indicator 

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 2.75 kW
• Electric Power : 2.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 98x596x516 mm

HISM 64120 S
60 cm Mixed Hob with
2 Vitroceramic + 2 Gas Burners

HIG 95224 SX
90 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

Main Features
• Front controls
 Front Center: 1.4 kW
 Front Right: 1.75 kW
 Rear Center: 1.75 kW
 Rear Right: 2.8 kW
 Left: 3.1 kW (Wok)
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 11.5. kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 90x860x500 mm

HIMW 75235 SX
70 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

Main Features
• Front controls
 Front Left: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 2.9 kW
 Front Right: 1.75 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
 Center: 5 kW (Wok)
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device
• Mechanical Child Lock

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 12.3 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 100x680x510 mm

HIMW 75225 SX
70 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

Main Features
• Front controls
 Front Left: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 1.75 kW
 Front Right: 2.9 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
 Center: 3.3 kW (Wok)
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 10.7 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 100x680x510 mm

HIMW 75224 SX: Stainless steel with mat 
enamelled pan support and burner caps

HIMW 64225 SX
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

Main Features
• Front controls
  Front Left: 3.3 kW (Wok)
  Rear Left: 1 kW
  Front Right: 1.75 kW
  Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7,8 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 100x580x510 mm

HIMW 64224 SX: Stainless steel with mat 
enamelled pan supports and burner caps
HIMW 64223 SX: Stainless steel with enamelled 
pan supports and burner caps
HIMW 64225 SW: White with cast iron pan 
supports and burner caps

HISM 64126 S
60 cm Mixed Hob with
3 Gas Burners + 1 Hotplate

Main Features
• Side control
• Front Left: 145 mm - 1500W Rapid
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Left: 2.9 kW
 Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 5.56 kW
• Electric Power : 1.5 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 101x580x510 mm
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HIMG 64223 SX
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard Burners

Main Features
• Front controls
  Front Left: 1.75 kW
  Rear Left: 1 kW
  Front Right: 2.9 kW
  Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Enamelled pan supports and burner caps
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  100x580x510 mm

HIMG 64223 SW: White
HIMG 64224 SX: Stainless steel with mat 
enamelled pan supports and burner caps
HIMG 64223 X: Stainless steel with w/o flame 
failure device
HIMG 64223 W: White w/o flame failure device
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Main Features
• Side controls
  Front Left: 3.6 kW (Wok)
  Front Right: 1 kW
  Rear Left: 2 kW
  Rear Right: 2 kW
• Cast iron pan supports
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG gas

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 8.6 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  100x580x510 mm

HIZG 64121 X: Enamelled pan support 
w/o flame failure device 
HIZG 64121 W: White

HIZG 64121 SX
60 cm Gas Hob with
3 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

Main Features
• Side controls
  Front Left: 2.9 kW
  Front Right: 1 kW
  Rear Left: 2 kW
  Rear Right: 2 kW
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG gas

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  80x580x510 mm

HIZG 64120 SB: Black
HIZG 64120 SW: White
HIZG 64110 SX: Inox with push button ignition
HIZG 64110 SB: Black with push button ignition
HIZG 64110 SW: White with push button ignition

HIZG 64120 SX
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard Burners

Main Features
• Side controls
  Front Left: 2.9 kW
  Front Right: 1 kW
  Rear Left: 2 kW
  Rear Right: 2 kW
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG gas

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  87x580x510 mm

HIZG 64120 SAVR: Avena
HIZG 64120 SCR: Cream

HIZG 64120 SAR
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard Burners

HIZG 63120 SX
60 cm Gas Hob with
2 Standard + 1 Wok Burners

Main Features
• Side controls
 Left zone: 3.6 kW (Wok)
 Front Right: 1 kW
 Rear Right: 2 kW
• Cast iron pan supports
• Cast iron Wok adapter
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 6.6 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  85x580x510 mm

HIZG 63120 X: w/o flame failure device

HIMG 64235 SX
60 cm Gas Hob with
4 Standard Burners

Main Features
• Front controls
  Front Left: 1.75 kW
  Rear Left: 1 kW
  Front Right: 2.9 kW
  Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Cast iron pan supports and burner caps
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device
• Mechanical Child Lock

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 7.4 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  80x580x510 mm

HIMG 64225 SX: Stainless steel with cast iron 
pan supports and burner caps w/o child lock
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HIMM 64223 SX
60 cm Mixed Hob with
3 Gas Burners + 1 Hotplate

Main Features
• Front controls
  Front Left: 1.75 kW
  Front Right: 1 kW
  Rear Left: 145 mm - 1000W
  Rear Right: 1.75 kW
• Enamelled pan supports and burner caps
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar LPG use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 4.5 kW 
• Electric Power: 1 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 100x580x510 mm

HIMM 64223 SW: White
HIMM 64223 X: Inox w/o flame failure device
HIMM 64223 W: White w/o flame failure device

HIZM 64121 SX
60 cm Mixed Hob with
2 Gas Burners + 2 Hotplates

Main Features
• Side controls
  Front Left: 180 mm-2000W rapid
  Front Right: 1 kW
  Rear Left: 145 mm - 1000W
  Rear Right: 2 kW
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G30-30 mbar LPG use
• Adapter to G20-20 mbar natural gas use

Safety Features
• Flame failure device
• Stainless steel

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 3.0 kW 
• Electric Power: 3.0 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  100x560x490 mm

HIZM 64121 SW: White

HIZM 64120 SX
60 cm Mixed Hob with
3 Gas Burners + 1 Hotplate

Main Features
• Side controls
  Front Left: 2.9 kW
  Front Right: 1 kW
  Rear Left: 145 mm - 1000W
  Rear Right: 2 kW
• Enamelled pan supports
• Integrated electronic ignition
• G20-20 mbar natural gas use
• G30-30 mbar LPG use
• Adapter to G20-20, G20-13 and 

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Gas Power: 5.9 kW 
•  Electric Power: 1 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  71x560x490 mm

HIZM 64120 SW: White 
HIZM 64120 X: w/o flame failure device 

HIZE 64101 X
60 cm
Electric Hob

Main Features
• Side control
• Front Left: 180 mm - 1.5 kW
  Front Right: 145mm - 1.5 kW
  Rear Left: 145 mm - 1 kW
  Rear Right: 180 mm - 2 kW

Safety Features
-

Technical Features
• Electric Power: 6.0 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  98x580x510 mm

HIZE 64101 W: White 
HIZE 64100 X: Inox w/o rapid 
HIZE 64100 W: White w/o rapid
HIZE 64100 B: Black w/o rapid
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Domino Hobs
The Domino range offers you 
the most enjoyable puzzle:  
Select the most functional 
combination among all elegantly 
designed options.

Enjoy the freedom of choice and
let your kitchen glitter with your 
taste.

Most Enjoyable 
Puzzle

Beko domino hobs received the 
Good Design Award.

Main Features
• Touch control
• 2 Vitroceramic Zones
• Timer
• Front Zone: 140 mm - 1200W
• Rear Zone: 180 mm - 1800W

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overflow safety

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 3 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  75x288x510 mm

Main Features
• Knob control
• 2 Vitroceramic Zones
• Front Zone: 140 mm - 1200W
• Rear Zone: 180 mm - 1700W

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 2.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 75x288x510 mm

HDMC 32400 TX
30 cm 
Vitroceramic Hob

HDMI 32400 DTX
30 cm
Induction Hob

HDMC 32200 X
30 cm 
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Touch control
• 2 Induction Zones
• Timer and buzzer
• Front Zone: 160 mm - 1400W
• Rear Zone: 200 mm -  2300/3000W (boost)

Safety Features
• Electronic child lock
• Residual heat indicator 
• Overflow safety
• Automatic shut-off

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 3.6 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
 75x288x510 mm
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Main Features
• Knob control
• 2 Vitroceramic Zones
• Front Zone: 140 mm - 1200 W
• Rear Zone: 180 mm - 1700 W

Safety Features
• Residual heat indicator 
• Automatic shut-off
• Overflow safety

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 2.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  75x288x510 mm

HDCC 32200 X
30 cm 
Vitroceramic Hob

Main Features
• Knob control
• 2 Gas burners
• Integrated electronic ignition
• Cast iron pan supports
• Front Zone: 1 kW
• Rear Zone: 2.9 kW
• G20-20 mbar natural gas
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 3.9 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  102x288x510 mm

HDMS 32220 FX
30 cm
Glass Gas Hob

HDMS 31220 FX
30 cm
Glass Gas Hob

Main Features
• Knob control
• 1 Wok burner
• Integrated electronic ignition
• Cast iron pan supports
• Wok burner: 3.6 kW
• G20-20 mbar natural gas
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 3.6 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  102x288x510 mm

HDCG 31221 FX
30 cm
Gas Hob

Main Features
• Knob control
• 1 Wok burner
• Integrated electronic ignition
• Cast iron pan supports
• Wok burner: 3.6 kW
• G20-20 mbar natural gas
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 3.6 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  102x288x510 mm

Main Features
• Knob control
• 2 Hotplates
• Front Zone: 145 mm-1500W rapid 
• Rear Zone: 180 mm - 2000W rapid

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 2.5 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  71x288x510 mm

HDCE 32200 X: w/o rapid

HDCE 32201 X
30 cm 
Electric Hob

HDCG 32221 FX
30 cm 
Gas Hob

Main Features
• Knob control
• 2 Gas burners
• Integrated electronic ignition
• Cast iron pan supports
• Front Zone: 1 kW
• Rear Zone: 2.9 kW
• G20-20 mbar natural gas
• Adaptable to G30-30 mbar

Safety Features
• Flame failure device

Technical Features
• Rated Power: 3.6 kW
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD):
  102x288x510 mm

HDCG 32221 X: w/o flame failure device
HDCG 32220 FX: Enamelled pan support
HDCG 32220 X: Enamelled pan support, w/o 
w/o flame failure device
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Leave no 
trace behind!

Cooker Hoods
Beko cooker hoods offer an odour 
and grease-free environment, 
leaving your kitchen clean and 
fresh.

With a ventilation capacity as 
high as 755 m3/hour, selected 
Beko cooker hoods are powerful 
enough to refresh the air every 
two minutes in an average 
kitchen.*

* Calculated for a kitchen of size 10 m2.

Easy-to-Use
An easy-to-use touch-sensitive 
control unit displays the set power 
level. 

An auto air refreshment function
activates the motor automatically 
for 10 minutes every hour at 
minimum speed, thus providing 
a continuous flow of fresh air 
circulation in the kitchen. The 
cooker hood works very efficiently 
on low energy consumption and 
low noise, and is also effective in 
eliminating tobacco odours.
When activated, the time-
controlled intensive extraction 
mode increases the extraction 
power to a maximum level. 
After 10 minutes, the extraction 
level of the hood reverts back 
automatically to the third
level. This function is ideal 
for extracting the steam and 
intense smells from your kitchen, 
generated especially during frying 
or grilling.

Just Press a 
Button
With the simple press of a button, 
you can program your hood to 
switch off automatically after 
15 minutes while you are away. 

The cooker hood extracts all
traces of odour after an intense 
cooking session. The saturated 
filter indicator gives out a visual 
warning by blinking when it is 
time to clean the cassette filters 
or replace the charcoal filters.

Carbon Filters
Carbon filters for re-circulation
come in very handy without the 
need of a chimney connection.
 

Halogen 
Illumination
Halogen hob illumination lights 
provide clear visibility while 
cooking.

Aluminum 
Cassette Filter
Aluminum cassette filters absorb 
any trace of grease and odour in 
the air. The filters are washable 
and very easy to clean.
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• 703 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 616 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 66 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• 63 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage 
• 4 power levels
• Touch control
• Ilumination with 3x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Saturated filter indicator
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Auto shut off

CWB 9910 X
90 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 703 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 616 m3 /h Maximum ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 66 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• 63 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage 
• 4 power levels
• Touch control
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Saturated filter indicator
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Auto shut off

CWB 9900 B
90 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

   

Main Features
• 703 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 616 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 66 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• 63 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage 
• 4 power levels
• Electronic soft touch button
• Ilumination with 4x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Saturated filter indicator
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Auto shut off

CIB 9600 X
90 cm Island Type
Cooker Hood

Main Features
•  703 m³/h Intensive ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 616 m³/h maximum ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 66 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
 (sound power) based on
 DIN/EN 60704-3 standard
• 63 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• 56 dB(A)re 20 µPa noise level
 (sound pressure) based on
 DIN/EN 60704-2-13 standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage
• 4 power levels
• Touch control
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Saturated filter indicator
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Auto shut off

CWB 9710 X
90 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 510 m3 /h Maximum ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 61 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Touch control
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Decorative glass design

CWB 6931 W: White glass version

CWB 6931 B
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Built-in Hoods | Cooker Hoods

Main Features
• 577 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 436 m3 /h Maximum ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 65 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• 58 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 4 power levels
• Touch control
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Saturated filter indicator
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction

CWB 9930x: 90 cm version

CWB 6930 X
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood
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Main Features
• 577 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 436 m3 /h Maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 65 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• 58 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 4 power levels
• Electronic soft touch
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Auto shut off

CWB 9660 X: 90 cm width

CWB 6660 X
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 703 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 616 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
 based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 66 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• 63 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
 (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
 standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage 
• 4 power levels
• Touch control
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Saturated filter indicator
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Auto shut off

CWB 9730 X: 90 cm width

CWB 6730 X
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 577 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 436 m3 /h Maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 65 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• 58 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 4 power levels
• Electronic soft touch
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Auto air refreshment
• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Auto shut off

CWB 9610 X: 90 cm width 

CWB 6610 X
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 650 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 67 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Electronic soft touch
• Ilumination with 2x18 Watt lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters

CWB 9510 BX: 90 cm version

CWB 6510 BX
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 775 m3 /h Intensive ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
•560 m3 /h Maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 71 dB(A)re 1 pW intensive noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• 63 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 4 power levels
• Electronic soft touch
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters

• Time controlled intensive extraction
• Saturated filter indicator
• Auto air refreshment
• Auto shut off
Intensive Setting (Booster)

CWB 9511 X: 90 cm width

CWB 6511 BX
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 719 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 69 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage 
• 3 power levels
• Touch control
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• Saturated filter indicator

CWB 6731 W: White version

CWB 6731 B
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Built-in Hoods | Cooker HoodsBuilt-in Collection
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CWB 6420 X
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 363 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 61 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Push button control
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section

CWB 9420 X: 90 cm width
CWB 6420 W: White version                

CTB 6250 X
60 cm Telescopic
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 420 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 67 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Sliding control
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters

CTB 9250 X: 90 cm version

CTB 6250 B
60 cm Telescopic
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 420 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 67 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Sliding control
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Decorative glass panel

CTB 6250 W: White version

CWB 6410 AVR
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 450 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 69 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Rustic design, avena colour
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Push button control
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section

CWB 6410 AR: Rustic Anthracite Colour
CWB 6410 CR: Rustic Cream Colour

Built-in Hoods | Cooker Hoods

CTB 6407 X
60 cm Telescopic 
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 280 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 63 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Sliding control
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters

CTB 9407 X: 90 cm width
CTB 6407 W: White

Main Features
• 420 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 61 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Push button control
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Height adjustable chimney section
• White and Black versions are available

CWB 9441 XN: 90 cm version

CWB 6441 XN
60 cm Wall Mounted
Cooker Hood

Built-in Collection
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CFB 6431 W
60 cm Standard 
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 240 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 69 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage
• 3 power levels
• Sliding control
• Ilumination with 1x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Synthetic filter
• Glass visor

CFB 6432 X
60 cm Standard
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 240 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 69 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage
• 3 power levels
• Sliding control
• Ilumination with 1x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable metal filter

CFB 6432 XG : With glass visor
CFB 6432 W : White version
CFB 5432 W : 50 cm white version

CCB 6487 S
52 cm Canopy
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 390 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 70 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculted usage
• 3 power levels
• Sliding control
• 2 motors
• Ilumination with 2x20 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters

Built-in Hoods | Cooker Hoods

CFB 6433 X
60 cm Standard 
Cooker Hood

Main Features
• 350 m3 /h maximum ventilation capacity
   based on IN/EN 61591 standard
• 68 dB(A)re 1 pW maximum noise level
   (sound power) based on DIN/EN 60704-3
   standard
• Ducted or recirculated usage
• 3 power levels
• Sliding control
• 2 motors
• Ilumination with 2x28 Watt halogen lamps
• Washable aluminium cassette filters
• Glass visor

CFB 9433 X: 90 cm width
CFB 6436 X: Full stainless steel casing

Built-in Collection
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Built-in Dishwashers

A+++
-10%

A+++

A

A+

A++

6 liters of Water 
Consumption
Beko smart dishwashers empower 
the water droplets increasing 
the effectiveness of water spray. 
Together with the Double Filtering 
System, Beko dishwashers 
consume: 6 L water per wash.

With “Double Filtering System”, 
water is cleaned and stored in a 
concealed tank which warms up 
while the machine is running. 
Less energy consumption coupled 
with maximum efficiency and 
higher satisfaction.

Save more, consume less. Prolong the 
lifetime 
of your 
glassware. 

Save water, save the world!

A+++ Energy 
Efficiency
The need to save energy and 
resources has never been more 
important than now. Beko with 
its enviromental vision provides 
A+++ and A+++-10% energy 
efficient dishwashers. 

These dishwashers are equipped 
with Effective Drying System. 
Patented “Effective Drying” 
System helps to achieve 
maximum energy efficiency while 
increasing drying performance.

Auto GlassShield 
Technology
Glass items are exposed to 
corrosion in time, due to frequent 
washing. Smart Beko dishwashers 
with Auto GlassShield Technology 
protect your glassware like a 
shield by sensing the water 
hardness level and stabilizing it at 
an optimum level. Thus, extending 
the lifetime of your glassware 
more than 20 times.*

* Tested by German Laboratory,
TRLP (TUEV Rheinland LGA  
Products GmbH)

EverClean 
Filter
Beko dishwashers equipped with 
EverClean Filter has a special 
pumping system in which a 
sprinkler cleans through the filter 
with pressurized water. Thus, up 
to 80% cleaner filter is achieved 
and the need for manual cleaning 
is 4 times less comparing with 
standard dishwashers.

Sustainable performance 
with EverClean Filter!

• 4 times less filter cleaning*
• Revolving  spray head. 

*Compared with standard dishwashers.

Built-in Collection
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Smart Features of Dishwashers
BekoOne Smart Dishwasher
The BekoOne smart dishwasher senses dirtiness, 
amount of the dishes loaded and the hardness 
level of the water. In addition, you do not have to 
think about the program selection anymore 
since it chooses the most convenient washing 
program parallel to your needs. BekoOne handle 
the rest for you and will always provide you 
perfectly clean dishes along with minimum water
and energy consumption. All these and more are 
possible with a single touch of your finger.

Dirt Sensor
Decides how dirty the dishes are and chooses the 
most appropriate washing program.

Load Sensor
Senses the amount of dishes loaded in the machine 
and decides the necessary amount of water.

Water Hardness Sensor
Determines the water hardness level and adjusts it 
for an effective and gentle wash. Upon completion 
of the analysis of the smart sensors, BekoOne will 
choose the most convenient one among the 
5 different program options, based on the degree 
of dirtiness and the amount of the dishes.

Quiet Operation
Beko smart Silent-Tech™ dishwashers operate in 
full silence. Enjoy gentle conversations with your 
friends next to your ultra quiet dishwasher. Beko 
ultra quiet dishwasher operates at 39 dB(A) sound 
level, which you may hardly find in a library.

Vacuum cleaner from 1m : 70 dB(A)
Conversational speech from 1m : 60 dB(A)
Average home : 50 dB(A)
Quiet library : 40 dB(A)

www.sengpielaudio.com/TableOfSoundPressureLevels.htm

SteamGlossTM

Beko SteamGlossTM Dishwasher enables you to 
dry your dishes without losing their brightness. 
Your glasses will shine 23%* more with the help 
of steam technology. Let your dishes sparkle with 
the gentle steam touch and enjoy spotless, shiny 
dishes.

LGA test result proves stainless and spot free 
glossy drying, 23% better results for glassware, 
and 30% improvement in the brightness of 
porcelains has been recorded.

* Comparison between SteamGlossTM mode on/off

WaterSafe+
BekoOne comes with a double security system 
to prevent water leakage. Besides the main 
water safety system that shuts off the water 
inlet, WaterSafe+ provides extra safety by 
automatically shutting off the water supply if 
the water inlet hose begins to leak. Your home 
will thus be protected against any possible 
leaks. 

Effective Drying System (EDS)
Patented “Effective Drying” System (EDS) 
helps to achieve A+++ energy efficiency while 
maximizing drying performance. By the help 
of this special system, humidity level of the 
air circulating inside the dishwasher decreases 
during the drying cycle. Also, system provides 
effective drying performance under lower 
rinsing temperature and allows you to place 
your dry dishes into your cupboard without 
burning your hands. 

AquaFlex™ Technology
Thanks to variable speed motor and water 
diverter valve, Beko dishwashers with 
AquaFlex™ Technology provide efficient and 
gentle washing at the same time. 

This technology adjusts water pressures to 
the lower and upper baskets providing a class 
washing and drying results for all kind of dishes, 
even plastics. Heavily soiled dishes in the lower 
basket are subjected to 60% higher water 
pressure while lightly soiled delicate items such 
as glassware are kept under lower pressure in 
the same wash.

SmoothMotion Basket
Sliding movement of the baskets in the dishwasher 
sometimes causes your dishes to hit each other, 
which may result in cracks and fractures. Beko 
dishwashers offer a smart feature by smoothing 
this sliding action. New rail system with ball 
bearing, enables the movement of the basket more 
smoothly and safely. 

Automatic Door Opening
Leaving the door closed at the end of the 
wash cycle may cause unwanted odour in the 
dishwasher due to excessive amount of moisture.
Automatic Door Opening feature puts an end to 
this problem. Beko dishwashers equipped with this 
smart feature unseal the door when the washing 
cycle ends and let the humid air out.

Fingerprint-Free Stainless Steel
Thanks to a special coating on the stainless steel 
surfaces of selected models, fingerprints are 
avoided. The appliance always looks spotless, 
clean and shiny.

Flexible Half Load
There’s no need to wait for both racks to be fully 
loaded. The Flexible Half Load option allows you 
to load either the upper, the lower, or both racks 
together as required for easy and economical 
washing.

Active Fan Drying
The Active Fan Drying System uses a fan to 
increase air circulation in the dishwasher to reach 
perfect drying results and to provide normal 
temperatures for your dishes when the program is 
finished.

Tablet Detergent Button
Tablet detergents are compact and easy to use, 
but occasionally, they may have some drawbacks 
like unsatisfactory drying results or undissolved 
tablet residues left in the machine. As a solution, 
Beko dishwashers are equipped with a tablet 
detergent button to eliminate such drawbacks 
and assure maximum performance when tablet 
detergents are used.

GlassShield Technology
Glass items are exposed to corrosion in time, due 
to frequent washing. Smart Beko dishwashers 
with GlassShield Technology protect your 
glassware like a shield and extending the lifetime 
of your glassware*

* If optimum water hardness setting would correctly be done 
manually.

Inner Illumination
Inside of your dishwasher is no more a place of 
mystery. Inner illumination of Beko dishwashers 
offers you a clear view of the inside.

Built-in Collection
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Programs

Quick & Clean Program
Quick & Clean, a unique program from Beko, 
guarantees exceptional A class washing 
performance, not only for lightly soiled items, but 
for normally soiled pots and dishes as well. This 
A class wash cycle cleans your dishes in just 58 
minutes, which is absolutely much quicker than 
washing by hand.

Mini 30’ Program
Perfect for lightly soiled dishes and glasses, the 
mini 30’ program washes a full load in 30 minutes 
at 35 ºC, thus saving time and energy.

Eco 50 ºC Program
Ideal washing cyle for normally soiled dishes to 
save energy.

Auto Program
Thanks to the Auto Program, the soil level of 
the dishes is detected by sensors, which then 
automatically determines the appropriate wash 
cycle for the case at hand, thus relieving you of the 
task of selecting the program yourself. The dishes 
are washed using the minimum required amount 
of energy and water, thereby ensuring that the 
program remains both practical and economical.

Time Management & Safety

BabyProtect Line

LCD Screen
The LCD screen on Beko dishwashers allow you 
to control and manage various functions on a 
single compact display. It offers Time Delay up to 
24 hours, a program follower that enables you 
to see the duration of the selected program, and 
displays several warning indicators such as the 
salt and rinse aid. You can also select half load and 
extra drying options. LCD screen not only make 
your little helper look attractive but also present 
a precise time-management with user-friendly 
interpretations.

Time Delay
The wash cycle can be delayed for three, six, 
or nine hours (up to 24 hours on digital models) 
enabling you to plan your wash time more flexibly 
while taking advantage of reduced electricity rates.

Fast Function 
Fast Function cares your valuable time. The 
brushless DC motor technology introduces Fast 
Function, which shortens wash durations. The 
dishwasher increases the washing temperature, 
reduces water consumption and adjusts water 
pressures for shorter wash duration up to 50%.

BabyProtect Program
Assures that your children’s eating utensils are 
sparkling clean and germ-free. Beko combines 
an intensive wash cycle with an extra hot rinse 
cycle in order to provide total hygiene for your 
baby’s utensils, plates and baby bottles. The 
BabyProtect program is certified by LGA for 
providing 99.9999% hygiene.

Antibacterial Seal
Due to the dirt accumulation over time, bacteria 
reproduction may occur on the gasket of the 
dishwashers. The Antibacterial Seal on Beko 
dishwashers act as a barrier to block this 
formation.

Baby Bottle Holder
The Baby Bottle holder accessory adjusted 
in the lower basket is a design solution that 
guarantees convenient, efficient and safe 
cleaning of your baby’s bottles.

Child Lock
The Child lock option can be activated to 
prevent children from tampering with the 
buttons. Activating the Child lock option 
prevents any change from being made to the 
selected program.

WaterSafe
In case of overflow, the WaterSafe system of 
Beko dishwashers cut off the water flowing into 
the machine.

Sideway Sliding Cutlery Basket
Beko’s new cutlery basket slides right or left sideways in the 
lower dishwasher basket. Improved flexibility enables easy 
cutlery loading and the cutlery basket is removable to allow 
loading of plates properly in its place, increasing the lower 
basket capacity.

Easy Fold Plate Supports
Plate supports can be easily folded away to create space to 
accommodate large-sized pans and pots.

Height Adjustable Shelves for Mugs
Height-adjustable shelves for mugs offer maximum use of 
the available space. Tall mugs and small cups can be placed 
on top of the shelves, or alternatively, the upper part can be 
used for long utensils.

Ease of Use & Flexibility

Multipurpose Removable Cutlery Drawer
A great option available on selected models is the third pull 
out basket. A convenient way to wash cutlery, small items 
and espresso cups or it can be filled with other utensils by 
removing the multipurpose third basket.

The Acrobat System
Thanks to the Acrobat System, the height of the upper basket 
can be easily adjusted even when the basket is full, providing 
extra space for larger dishes and pans.

Spacious Interior
Loading pizza plates and long glasses is no longer a 
problem. The height of the upper basket can be adjusted to 
accommodate the items of up to 31 cm in the lower basket.

Built-in Dishwashers

Smart Solutions for Dishes Smart Solutions for Dishes
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Extra-high 
interior with  
86 cm height
Specially designed for the 
new generation of worktops 
with a height of 86 to 92 cm, 
dishwashers with an extra-high 
interior provide greater inner 
dimensions, thus offering the 
capacity for loading trendy XL 
sized plates in the lower basket.

20-25 cm

26-31 cm

Easy Assembly
The height of the rear feet can be
adjusted from the front without
taking the dishwasher out of its
niche. Thanks to the smart front 
feet design, the appliances can be
adjusted to fit a niche with
+/-100 mm range, from 820 mm
up to 920 mm.

30-35 cm

20-25 cm

SelFitTM

With SelFitTM mechanism no more 
weight adjustment is needed 
regardless of the door weights up 
to 9 kg. Variable frictional force 
with respect to the furniture 
weight door enables weight 
self adjustment.  New hinge 
mechanism is able to keep the 
door in any different position.

FlexFitTM

FlexFitTM is special variable axis 
mechanism that provides faster 
built-in assembly. Plint cut 
operation is not needed 
anymore, which saves time for 
BI installation. FlexFitTM provides 
better appeaparance due to less 
gap between plinth and door. As a 
result, perfect finishing and good 
harmony is achieved in  kitchen 
furniture design.

LedSpotTM

LedSpotTM is a led light indicator that 
shows program is running or not.

Built-in Collection
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DIN 5932 FX30
60 cm Fully Integrated
Dishwasher

DIN 6830 FX30
60 cm Fully Integrated
Dishwasher

9 wash programs: 9 wash programs; 
PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Effective drying system (EDS)
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-92 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility 
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper 
 rack when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.82 kWh
• Water Consumption: 10 L
• Noise Level: 44 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 234 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

8 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Auto 

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Effective drying system (EDS)
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-92 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket
• Baby bottle holder

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.82 kWh
• Water Consumption: 10 L
• Noise Level: 46 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 234 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

      

DIN 6831 FX30
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Auto

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Effective drying system (EDS)
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket
• Baby bottle holder

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.82 kWh
• Water Consumption: 10 L
• Noise Level: 46 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 234 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

DIN 5930 FX
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

Built-in Dishwashers | Fully-Integrated

9 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 12 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Inner Illumunation
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-92 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.02 kWh
• Water Consumption: 9 L
• Noise Level: 41 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 291 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2520 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

      

DIN 5933 FX
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

9 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Inner Illumunation
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.92 kWh
• Water Consumption: 10 L
• Noise Level: 44 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 262 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

DIN 5931 FX6
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.03 kWh
• Water Consumption: 
• Noise Level: 45 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 295 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 1680 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

Built-in Collection
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DIN 5834
60 cm Fully Integrated
Dishwasher

DIN 5839
60 cm Fully Integrated
Dishwasher

8 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket
• Baby bottle holder

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.92 kWh
• Water Consumption: 10 L
• Noise Level: 44 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 262 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

8 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 12 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket
• Baby bottle holder

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.9 kWh
• Water Consumption: 12 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 258 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3360 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

      

DIN 5841
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 12 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket
• Baby bottle holder

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.9 kWh
• Water Consumption: 12 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 258 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3360 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

Built-in Dishwashers | Fully-Integrated

  

DIN 5631
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

6 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 12 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.9 kWh
• Water Consumption: 12 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 258 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3360 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

DIN 4630
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

6 wash programs: Eco 50, Auto 40-65, 
Prewash, Mini 30, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70   

Specifications
• 12 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.02 kWh
• Water Consumption: 14 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 291 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3920 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

DIN 4530
60 cm Fully-Integrated 
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: Eco 50, Prewash, Mini 30, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70   

Specifications
• 12 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.02 kWh
• Water Consumption: 14 L
• Noise Level: 49 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 291 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3920 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

Built-in Collection
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DIN 4430
60 cm Fully Integrated
Dishwasher

DSN 6847 FX30
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

4 wash programs: Eco 50Prewash, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70   

Specifications
• LED
• 12 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: No
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.02 kWh
• Water Consumption: 14 L
• Noise Level: 49 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 291 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3920 lt
• Watersafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

8 wash programs:  PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 3 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 24:00
• Effective drying system (EDS)
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
 Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.82 kWh
• Water Consumption: 10 L
• Noise Level: 46 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 234 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• Child Lock
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

DIN 5839 XL
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs:  PrewashMini 30, 
Delicate 40, Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, 
Baby Protect, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 12 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 86-91 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket
• Baby bottle holder

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.9 kWh
• Water Consumption: 12 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 258 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3360 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
86x59.8x54.8 cm

Built-in Dishwashers | Fully-Integrated

DSN 6841
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs:  PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 3 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• White
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 24:00
• Active fan drying
• Inner Illumunation
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket
• Baby bottle holder

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.92 kWh
• Water Consumption: 
• Noise Level: 44 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 262 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• Child Lock
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

      

DSN 6845 FX
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs:  PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 3 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 24:00
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.94 kWh
• Water Consumption: 
• Noise Level: 46 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 272 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• Child Lock
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

DSN 6846 FX6
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs:  PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 3 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 24:00
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• Column mounting
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.03 kWh
• Water Consumption: 6 L
• Noise Level: 45 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 295 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 1680 lt
• Child Lock
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

Product Code  Panel Color
DSN 6841 FX  Inox
DSN 6841 B  Black

Built-in Collection
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Built-in Dishwashers | Fully-Integrated

DIS 5935 FX
45 cm Fully Built in 
Dishwasher

9 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Wash@Once, Autoo   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 10 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Inner Illumunation
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 1

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.74 kWh
• Water Consumption: 9 L
• Noise Level: 45 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 211 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2520 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x45x54.8 cm

  

DSN 6635 X
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

6 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 3 Rows
• 13 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 24:00
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Lower rack shelves for long items
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.92 kWh
• Water Consumption: 10 L
• Noise Level: 46 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 262 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2800 lt
• Child Lock
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

DSN 4533 FX
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70   

Specifications
• LED
• 12 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.9 kWh
• Water Consumption: 12 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 258 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3360 lt
• WaterSafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

Product Code  Panel Color
DSN 2533 X  Inox

  

DSN 2533 B
60 cm Semi Integrated 
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70   

Specifications
• LED
• 12 Place Settings
• Black
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.02 kWh
• Water Consumption: 
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 291 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3920 lt
• WaterSafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

DSN 1431 X
60 cm Built Under 
Dishwasher

4 wash programs: PrewashEco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70   

Specifications
• LED
• 12 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: No
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: No
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 1.02 kWh
• Water Consumption: 14 L
• Noise Level: 52 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 291 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3920 lt
• WaterSafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

Product Code  Panel Color
DSN 1431  White

DDN 5631 X
60 cm Built Under 
Dishwasher

6 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 12 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Active fan drying
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-92 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Height adjustable shelves for mugs
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 4
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: 2
• Sliding cutlery basket

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.9 kWh
• Water Consumption: 12 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 258 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3360 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x59.8x54.8 cm

  

Built-in Collection
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Built-in Dishwashers | Fully-Integrated

DIS 5831
45 cm Fully Built In 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Delicate 40, 
Eco 50, Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 10 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 2
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.74 kWh
• Water Consumption: 9 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 211 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2520 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

DIS 5530
45 cm Fully Built In
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: PrewashEco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 10 Place Settings
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 2
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A+
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.83 kWh
• Water Consumption: 9 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 236 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2520 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

DIS 1522
45 cm Fully Built In
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: PrewashEco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Auto   

Specifications
• LCD 2 Rows
• 10 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 09:30
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-92 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 2
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.91 kWh
• Water Consumption: 12 L
• Noise Level: 49 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 259 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3360 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

DIS 4530
45 cm Fully Built In
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: Eco 50 Prewash, Mini 30, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70

Specifications
• LED
• 10 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 2
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.94 kWh
• Water Consumption: 13 L
• Noise Level: 49 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 268 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3640 lt
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

DIS 4520
45 cm Fully Built In
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: Eco 50Prewash, Mini 30, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70

Specifications
• LED
• 10 Place Settings
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: No
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.94 kWh
• Water Consumption: 13 L
• Noise Level: 49 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 268 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3640 lt
• Watersafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

DSS 6832 X
45 cm Semi Built in 
Dishwasher

8 wash programs: Prewash Mini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70, Baby Protect, 
Active Wash, Auto 

Specifications
• LCD 3 Rows
• 10 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Brushless DC
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 1/2 - 24:00
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Acrobat System - Height adjustable upper rack  
 when loaded
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 2
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A++
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.74 kWh
• Water Consumption: 9 L
• Noise Level: 47 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 211 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 2520 lt
• Child Lock
• WaterSafe+

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

Built-in Collection
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DSS 1312
45 cm Semi Built In 
Dishwasher

3 wash programs: Prewash Eco 50, 
Intensive 70   

Specifications
• LED
• 10 Place Settings
• White
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: No
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: No
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.91 kWh
• Water Consumption: 13 L
• Noise Level: 51 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 257 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3640 lt
• Watersafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

DSS 1312 XP
45 cm Semi Built In 
Dishwasher

3 wash programs: Prewash Eco 50, 
Intensive 70   

Specifications
• LED
• 10 Place Settings
• Inox
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: No
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: No
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.91 kWh
• Water Consumption: 13 L
• Noise Level: 51 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 257 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3640 lt
• Watersafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

Built-in Dishwashers | Fully-Integrated

DSS 2533 X
45 cm Semi Built In 
Dishwasher

5 wash programs: PrewashMini 30, Eco 50, 
Quick&Clean, Intensive 70   

Specifications
• LED
• 10 Place Settings
• Inox - Fingerprint Proof
• Automatic water softener system
• Time delay option: 3-6-9
• Indicators
• Electronic salt indicator
• Rinse aid indicator
• 82-87 cm
• Easy rear feet adjustment from front

Flexibility
• Number of Easy fold plate supports: 2
• Number of Easy fold glass supports: No

Performance and Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class: A
• Drying Performance: A
• Energy Consumption: 0.91 kWh
• Water Consumption: 
• Noise Level: 49 dB(A)
• Annual Energy Consumption: 257 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 3640 lt
• Watersafe

Dimensions (HxWxD)
82x44.8x54.8 cm

  

Built-in Collection
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Technology Solutions for Laundry Care

AquaFusion™
Specially developed AquaFusion™ 
Technology, featured in Beko washing 
machines, helps you make the most 
of energy, water and detergent at the 
same time.
 
Besides providing an efficient cleaning 
and noticeably cleaner clothes, 
AquaFusion™ Technology saves 10% 
of detergent in every wash.

AquaWave™ Technology
Beko AquaWaveTM drum technology provides gentle yet effective washing 
conditions for all garments, making them last longer. This special technology is 
inspired by nature. Clothes like new, wash after wash.

The full interior design of the washing machine is replicating the gentle and also 
effective power of waves.

Specially designed drum pattern gently carries the laundry away like a wave from 
the drum. Thus, garments move smoothly around in the drum. Paddles with wave 
form also contribute in gentle care of your laundry.

Liquid Detergent 
Compartment
This special compartment is 
designed for alternative detergent 
usage, compatible with liquid and 
concentrated liquid detergents 
and gives opportunity to use liquid 
detergent with time delay option.

Hi-tech Heater™
The Heating Element is an essential component of a washing machine. The new 
Beko heating element incorporates a state-of-the-art nickel metal surface coating 
technology resulting in 50% less surface roughness, ensures perfect corrosion 
protection, and reduces lime-scale buildup by 40%. The Hi–tech HeaterTM has an 
extended life of up to 100 times more than a standard heating element.

Hi-tech Standard

Built-in Washing Machines

Eco Clean 20 ºC
Eco Clean 20 °C provides excellent 
wash performance with its superb 
energy efficient features that save up 
to 70% energy when compared with 
Synthetics 40 °C program. Thanks 
to its impressive energy efficiency, it 
ensures maximum cleaning even at 
low temperatures.

Smart Solutions for Laundry Care

Xpress Super Short
This programme is developed for 
slightly soiled, unstained and small 
amounts of laundry, such as socks, 
towels, bed sheets and t-shirts that 
have been used only once.

Xpress Super Short washes a 2 kg 
capacity load at 0-30 ºC in just   
14 minutes. 

Freshen Up
This program is suitable for the 
clothes that aren’t really dirty but 
need freshening up. 2 kg laundry will 
be washed in 17 minutes without 
any heating process. 

BabyProtect+™ 
It is known that 12% of all babies are allergic. The specially 
developed antiallergic BabyProtect+TM program targets to provide  
antiallergic laundry for your sensitive skin and for your baby. You can 
get maximum hygienic cleansing results by the help of additional 
drum movements and sensitive temperature control. Temperature is 
continously maintained at a certain level throughout the wash cycle. 

Additional rinse cycle provides perfect rinsing results which is very 
important for you and for your baby. This program is designed for 
allergens which can be found in daily life that are house dust mites, 
dog and cat allergens, pollens, live mites, bacterias and fungus. 
Moreover this program is also capable of removing all sorts of hair 
as well. 99.9% hygienic and antiallergic BabyProtect+TM program 
tested by Allergy UK. Perfect for babies suffering from allergy.

Dark Care
Stop worrying about dark colored 
garments in your wardrobe. With Beko’s 
special programme for dark-colored 
synthetic or cotton-based laundry, your 
garments keep their original colours 
as the day they were purchased. 
This dark garment programme works 
flawlessly at low temperatures and on 
low Spin Speed with slow mechanical 
movements by takinvg in more water 
on the rinse cycle. The Dark Care 
programme washes a half-capacity load 
at 30-40 ºC. Liquid detergent or wool 
shampoo is recommended for dark 
coloured garments.
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Programs
16 programs including; Daily Xpress, Xpress 
super short, BabyProtect, Freshen up, Self Clean, 
Hand wash, Woolen, Dark Care, Eco clean 20, 
Sports

Specifications
• 1200 rpm spin speed
• LCD display,
• Time delay up to 24 hr
• Remaining time indicator
• Program follower
• Temperature selection
• Spin speed selection
• 54 cm depth

Performance & Safety
• Energy efficiency class: A++
• Spin drying efficiency class: B
• Annual energy consumption: 218 kWh
• Annual water consumption: 11000 liters
• Automatic water control system
• Child lock
• Overflow safety

Programs
16 programs including; Daily Xpress, Xpress
super short, BabyProtect, Freshen up, Self Clean, 
Hand wash, Woolen, Dark Care, Eco clean 20, 
Sports 

Specifications
• 1200 rpm spin speed
• LCD display,
• Time delay up to 24 hr
• Remaining time indicator
• Program follower
• Temperature selection
• Spin speed selection
• 54 cm depth

Performance & Safety
• Energy efficiency class: A+
• Spin drying efficiency class: B
• Annual energy consumption: 210 kWh
• Annual water consumption: 9020 liters
• Automatic water control system
• Child lock
• Overflow safety

WMI 81242 WMI 71241

A++ Energy 
Efficiency

8 kg

AquaFusion
Technology

Hi-tech 
Heater

Prewash Express 
Rinse Plus
Easy Ironing

Liquid 
Detergent 
Compartment

AquaWave 
Technology

A+ Energy 
Efficiency

7 kg

AquaFusion
Technology

Hi-tech 
Heater

Prewash Express 
Rinse Plus
Easy Ironing

Liquid 
Detergent 
Compartment

AquaWave 
Technology

A++ Energy 
Efficiency

7 kg

AquaFusion
Technology

Hi-tech 
Heater

Prewash Express 
Rinse Plus
Easy Ironing

Liquid 
Detergent 
Compartment

AquaWave 
Technology

Programs
16 programs including; Cottons, Cottons 
Eco, BabyProtect, Daily Xpress, Xpress Super 
Short, Freshen up, Eco Clean 20°, Self Clean, 
Spin+Drain, Rinse, Hand Wash, Woollens, Dark 
Care, Shirts, Mix 40, Synthetics

Specifications
• 1400 rpm Spin Speed
• LCD Display
• Time delay up to 24 hr
• Remaining time indicator
• Program follower
• Temperature selection
• 60 cm depth
• White

Performance & Safety
• Energy Efficiency Class:A++
• Spinning Efficiency Class:B
• Annual Energy Consumption:194.0 kWh
• Annual Water Consumption: 9020 liters
• Automatic water control system
• Child lock
• Overflow safety

WMI 71442

Built-in Washing Machines
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Functionality & Style 
blended in harmony

Drawer Type Construction
The Beko Built-in cooling range includes a drawer-type 
fridge (BUDL 700) and a drawer type frost-free freezer 
(BUDZ 700). Drawer type built-under models feature 
two drawers with telescopic rails that can be completely 
taken out, to organize the food inside or for cleaning 
purposes. The interiors are practically designed for better 
organisation of food, and the units can be placed under 
the counter close to the hob or sink for easier access to 
fresh or frozen food white cooking.

Energy 
Efficiency
The need to save energy 
resources has never been 
more important than now. 
Beko with its environmental 
vision provides products with 
A++ and A+ energy rating. 
An A++ refrigerator 
consumes up to 40% less 
energy than an identical   
A product. 

A

A+

A++

Frost-free System
The frost-free system eliminates the formation of ice on 
food and in the interior part of the appliance,therefore, 
no defrosting is required. You can enjoy the hassle-free 
lifelong use of your product without all those tedious 
de-icing procedures.

Built-in Refrigerators & FreezersBuilt-in Collection
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Functional 
Interior
Beko Built-in refrigerators are 
equipped with a number
of functional accessories:
• Chrome-coated wine rack
• Safety glass shelves 
• See-through freezer   
  compartments with see through  
  transparent front

3D Adjustment 
Sysyem
New dimensions on set-up! 

Here’s the new feature of the 
most innovative built in project: 
3D adjustment system. With 
new industrial engineering 
technologies, this new system 
provides 42% setup time saving 
comparing with traditional 
systems.

Whisper Quiet
Kitchens are undoubtedly the 
most intimate and peaceful spots 
of our homes. Inspired by serenity, 
new outstanding Beko built-in 
refrigerators turn your kitchen 
into a realm of joy & comfort. 
All built-in Beko refrigerators 
are standardised using a special 
cooling system design which 
works twice as silent as standard 
refrigerators. Beko’s new cooling 
system, optimized the unstability 
of the noise level caused by 
refrigerant flow are brought under 
control with usage of sound 
absorbing materials and design 
changes. Enjoy the sound of 
whisper quiet with smart Beko 
refrigerators with 29 and 32 dBA 
noise levels.

Fixed Hinge
The fixed hinge helps to link
furniture parts and refrigerator
door by the brackets. With the 
help of Beko’s special hinges, 
you can add more weight to 
the door, and open it at a larger 
angle, making the refrigerator 
accessible and more user-friendly. 
Moreover, 3D fixed adjustment 
system allows you quick and easy 
installation.

Sliding Hinge
With the help of sliding hinge 
balance between different 
pivot points of the furniture 
and refrigerator door is well 
maintained. The hinged furniture 
door is attached to the appliance 
with a series of brackets.   
As the furniture door opens,  
the appliance door is opened via 
the sliding bracket arrangement

Built-in Refrigerators & FreezersBuilt-in Collection
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BCN 130000
178 cm Built-in  
Combi Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 300 lt gross volume
• 177.7x55.6x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 172 lt
• LED Type
• Fresh store
• Sliding
• Minibar

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 65 lt
• 3 compartments
• Icebox
• Built Details

Performance
• Energy Consumption: 246 ( kW/year)
• Optional
• European plug type

Dimensions
177.7x55.6x54.5 cm

BCH 130000
178 cm Built-in  
Combi Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 300 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 177.7x55.6x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 182 lt
• LED illumination
• Glass shelves
• Fresh store

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 65 lt
• 3 compartments
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Fixed hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 249 (kWh/year)

Optional
• Dairy compartment

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 177.7x55.6x54.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 177.8-178.8x56x57.5 cm

CBI 7702 F
178 cm Built-in  
Combi Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 283 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 177.6x54x53.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 189 lt
• Glass shelves
• Fresh store
• Chrome bottle rack

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 55 lt
• 3 compartments
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Fixed hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 226 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 177.6x54x53.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 177.8-178.8x56x55 cm

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
CBI 7701  Sliding hinge  A

CBI 7702/1
178 cm Built-in  
Combi Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 283 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 177.6x54x53.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 189 lt
• Glass shelves
• Chrome bottle rack

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 55 lt
• 3 compartments
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Sliding hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 271 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 177.6x54x53.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 177.8-178.8x56x55 cm

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
CBI 7771 F  Fixed hinge  A+

CBI 7771
178 cm Built-in
Combi Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 283 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 177.6x54x53.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 190 lt
• Glass shelves
• Fresh store
• Chrome bottle rack

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 50 lt
• 2 compartments, 1 flaps
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Sliding hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 290 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 177.6x54x53.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 177.8-178.8x56x55 cm

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
RBI 6302  Sliding hinge  A++

RBI 6301
145 cm Built-in
Double Door Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 250 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 144.7x54x53.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 170 lt
• Glass shelves
• Chrome bottle rack

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 45 lt
• Ice bank

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Sliding hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 242 (kWh/year)

Optional
• Dairy compartment

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 144.7x54x53.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 145-146x56x55 cm

Built-in Collection Built-in Refrigerators & Freezers
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Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
RBI 6102  Sliding hinge  A++

Specifications
• 176 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 121x54x53.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 125 lt
• Glass shelves
• Bottle holder

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 45 lt
• Ice bank

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Sliding hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 222 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 121x54x53.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 122.5-122.9x56x55 cm

RBI 6101
121 cm  Built-in
Double Door Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 212 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 122.5x55.6x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 190 lt
• LED illumination
• Glass shelves
• Fresh store

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 15 lt

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 200 (kWh/year)

Optional
• Dairy compartment

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 122.5x55.6x54.5 cm

BSS 121200
123 cm Built-in 
Fridge Freezer

BTS 114200
88 cm Built-In 
Table Top Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 138 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 87.7x55.6x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 118 lt
• LED illumination
• Glass shelves

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 15 lt

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 155 (kWh/year)

Optional
• Dairy compartment

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 87.7x55.6x54.5 cm

RBI 2302 F
122 cm Built-in  
Single Door Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 200 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 121.6x54.3x53.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 164 lt
• Glass shelves
• Bottle holder

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 20 lt

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 170 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 121.6x54.3x53.5 cm

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
RBI 2301  Sliding hinge  A+

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
B1751  Sliding hinge  A+
B1750HCA  Sliding hinge  A

B 1752 F
87 cm Built in 
Table Top Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 120 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 86.6x54.8x54 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 97 lt
• Glass shelves

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 13 lt

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 145 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 86.6x54.8x54 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 87-88x56x55 cm

BSS 123000
123 cm Built-in  
Larder Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 230 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 122.5x55.6x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 222 lt
• LED illumination
• Glass shelves
• Fresh store

Freezer
****
• 0*

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 122 (kWh/year)

Optional
• Dairy compartment

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 122.5x55.6x54.5 cm

Built-in Refrigerators & FreezersBuilt-in Collection
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BTS 116000
88 cm Built-in  
Table Top Larder Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 155 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 87.7x55.6x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 150 lt
• LED illumination
• Glass shelves

Freezer
****
• 0*

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 97 (kWh/year)

Optional
• Dairy compartment

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 87.7x55.6x54.5 cm

LBI 3002 F
177 cm Built-in Refrigerator   
Larder Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 315 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 177.1x54.3x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 310 lt
• Glass shelves
• Sliding crisper
• Chrome bottle rack

Freezer
****
• 0*

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 115 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 177.1x54.3x54.5 cm

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
LBI 3001  Fixed hinge  A+

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
LBI 2200 HCA  Sliding hinge  A
LBI 2201  Sliding hinge  A+

Specifications
• 210 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 121.6x54.3x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 204 lt
• Glass shelves
• Bottle holder

Freezer
****
• 0*

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 103 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 121.6x54.3x54.5 cm

LBI 2202 F
122 cm Built-in 
Larder Fridge Freezer

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
B 1801  Sliding hinge  A+

Specifications
• 135 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 86.6x54.8x54 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 126 lt
• Glass shelves

Freezer
****
• 0*

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 94 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 86.6x54.8x54 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 87-88x56x55 cm

B 1802 F
87 cm Built-in  
Table Top Larder Fridge Freezer

FBI 5850
177 cm Built-in  
Freezer

Specifications
• 220 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 177.1x54.3x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
-

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 196 lt
• 6 compartments, 2 flaps
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 310 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 177.1x54,3x54.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 177.8-178.8x56x55 cm

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
BU 1152 HCA  Fixed hinge  A+
BU 1150 HCA  Fixed hinge  A

BU 1153
82 cm Built-Under 4* 
Fridge Freezer

Specifications
• 125 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 82x59.8x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 105 lt
• Glass shelves

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 18 lt

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 143 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 82x59.8x54.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 82-87x60x55 cm

Built-in Collection
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Specifications
• 130 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 82x59.8x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 128 lt
• Glass shelves

Freezer
****
• 0*

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 118 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 82x59.8x54.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 82-87x60x55 cm

BU 1101
82 cm Built-Under 
Larder Fridge Freezer

B 1901
87 cm Built-in   
Refrigerator Table Top Freezer

Specifications
• 102 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 86.6x54.8x54 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
-

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 85 lt
• 2 compartments, 1 flaps
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Sliding hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 200 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 86.6x54.8x54 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 87-88x56x55 cm

BU 1201
82 cm Built-Under 
Built Under Freezer

Specifications
• 96 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 82x59.5x59.8 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
-

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 87 lt
• 2 compartments, 1 flaps
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door

Performance
• Energy consumption: 191 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 82x59.5x59.8 cm

Product Code  Hinge Type  Energy Efficiency
BU 1200 HCA   A

BUDL 701
87 cm Built-Under Refrigerator 
Drawer Type Larder

Specifications
• 120 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 87x59.5x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
• Net Volume: 94 lt

Freezer
****
• 0*

Built Details
• Fixed hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 113 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 87x59.5x54.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 87-88x59.8x55 cm

BUDF 701
85 cm Built-Under Refrigerator 
Drawer Type Freezer
Electronic Control

Specifications
• 92 lt gross volume
• Dimensions: 85x59.8x54.5 cm
• White

Multizone Compartment
-

Fridge
-

Freezer
****
• Net Volume: 65 lt
• 2 compartments
• Ice cube tray

Built Details
• Reversible Door
• Integrated hinge

Performance
• Energy consumption: 181 (kWh/year)

Technical Information
• Product Dimensions (HxWxD): 85x59.8x54.5 cm
• Furnishings Dimensions: 81.3-86.3x60x55 cm

Built-in Collection
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Awards

We are trying to do our best.

It is appreciated…

Designing the best.

Appreciated by consumers.

The Beko DSN 6634F FX dishwasherhas been 
recognised as Test Champion for its high quality, 

ease of use and energy efficiency, by Stiwa, 
Germany’s most reputable consumer organization.

Beko DPU 7340 X received Stiftung Warentest 
Award - 1,9 “good” – Due to heatpump technology 
it achieves 10% energy saving efficiency compared 
to A energy class. Stiftung Warentest is Germany’s 

most reputable consumer organization.

Beko four-door refrigerator and two 
washing machine models were selected 

as “Best Buy” by Which? Magazine.

BEKO SS 137030 PX received Stiftug Warentest 
Award - 1,9 „good“ - with its 0 °C Superfresh-Zone 
and A++ energy Stiftung Warentest is Germany’s 

most reputable consumer organization.

Beko DCU 7330 coded condenser tumble dryer was 
selected “Gut” by ETM Magazine in Germany. ETM 
Testmagazin is a competent and comprehensive 

guideline for purchasing decisions.

Beko OIM 25900 X received KitchenInnovation 
of the Year Award in product benefit, innovation, 
user-convenience, design and ecology categories. 

KitchenInnovation actively helps consumers to 
make the right purchasing decisions.

Beko domino hobs received the  
Good Design Award.

The first home appliance manufacturer to receive a 
“Platinum Certificate” for “Energy Efficiency in Green 

Factories” with 4 of its production facilities, and a 
“Gold Certificate” with another  4 of its production 

facilities

Finalist in the Management category at the 
“European Business Awards for the Environment 

2010, European Programme”, organized by the EU 
Commission.

Beko product’s declaration truthfulness has been 
approved by Atlete Project. Beko is one of the few 
brands with correct labelling where product test 

(CSA 24002, TLDA 521, FSA 21300) was approved. 

DPU 8340 X and DPU 7340 X Beko heat pump 
tumble dryers has been awarded by Eco 

Top Ten indicating that these products meet 
the EcoTopTen criteria. Eco Top Ten is guiding 

consumers to the most energy efficient 
appliances. Products recommended by Eco 
Top Ten convince with high quality, a good 

price-performance ratio and  
satisfying eco criteria.

Beko received 6 “Plus X” Awards in technology 
and design categories with refrigerator, built-in 

oven, warming drawer, washing machine and two 
dishwasher models.

Beko LED TV received the 
Red Dot – Honourable Mention Award.

Beko OIM 25500 X oven received 
IF product design award.

Caring about the world.

Proud of our achievements.

Awards

Beko CN 158230 X refrigerator, CWB 9831 ANP 
hood and HIPD 31222 CI hob received IF product 

design award.
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Beko and FC Barcelona  
are now team mates!
We as Beko passionately believe in the 
power of sport to make a difference to 
people’s lives – and the benefits of playing 
are not just physical. Through sport you 
learn so many important values such as 
friendship, loyalty, trust.

We are proud to be undertaking such an 
important sponsorship. Our partnership 
with FC Barcelona is a very significant step 
for us.

Such exposure and visibility will, connect 
Beko and FC Barcelona, two great brands 
with shared beliefs in the power of sport 
to make a difference.

Like Beko, Barcelona has a proud and long-
standing history in making a difference 
in people’s lives by constantly striving to 
improve standards and set new ground.

Today brings together one of the world’s 
fastest growing global brands with one 
of the world’s most loved and supported 
football clubs.

FC BARCELONA PREMIUM PARTNER
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Beko is a global brand who believes in the importance of sports in people’s lives. For 
this reason Beko supports all sporting events, mainly basketball. Beko’s “dynamic, 
entertaining and young” character is inline with the nature of basketball. Beko 
also believes that sports play a major role in the growth of young generations. 
Basketball is a sport that leads to the development of communication and social 
skills such as teamwork, quick thinking and self esteem.

Basketball represents the same values and targets that Beko possesses, 
competing in a fair setting with ever-growing ambition to be the leader. Beko 
commenced its basketball adventure in 2006 by becoming the title sponsor of 
the Turkish Basketball League. The league has been running under the name of 
“Beko Basketball League” for 7 years. It has also become the name sponsor of 
Basketball Bundesliga, one of the most significant basketball leagues, for six years 
since 2009/2010 season. As a competitive league, Beko Basketball Bundesliga 
has always had a good reputation in the international arena. 

In 2011 Beko carried its international league sponsorships one step further and 
became the sponsor of Russian Basketball League as well. The league has started 
to be named as “Beko Professional Basketball League” in 2011, Beko has become 
the name sponsor of Lithuania Basketball League, LKL. Lithuania is known with their 
love in basketball and LKL is one of the most successful Leagues of Europe as well. 
Finally, Beko made its latest contribution to basketball in 2012 by becoming the title 
sponsor of another top-tier basketball league, which is Italian “Lega Basket”. Beko 
has been the title sponsor of Beko Lega Basket since September 2012.

Beko, aside from the league sponsorships, gave great support to international 
championships as well starting with main sponsorships for “2009 FIBA Asian 
Basketball Championships” organized in China and “Eurobasket 2009” organized 
in Poland. Beko challenged itself and became the “Presenting Sponsor” of 2010 
World Basketball Championship, which shall be held every four years, bringing the 
strongest teams together. Beko was also the presenting sponsor of the European 
Basketball Championships 2011 held in Lithuania. 

Beko keeps on standing by the basketball fans all around the world by supporting 
two forthcoming organizations to be held in 2014 and 2015. Beko has become 
the Presenting Sponsor of 2014 FIBA Basketball World Cup, which will take place 
in Spain and 2015 FIBA EuroBasket.

From Beko “Sponsor of Basketball” 
to the entire world with pride…



Due to continual improvements through research and development, Beko reserves the right to make any changes to the specifications and features of the products 
without prior notice. As a result, you may find differences between the products described in the catalogue and the product you receive. Beko can not be held 
responsible for printing mistakes.

Built-in Collection



www.beko.com
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